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Local News

Sports

Big winner
Ledger & Times captures
13 of KPA'a annual awards
See page 2

1

It rtuung places

Open champion

Calloway coaching staff
trading spots

Scott Simpson edges Watson;
claims U.S. title
See page 10
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—News In Brief

Home of the BSA
stioos./ Sc•ouflog Museum

35 CENTS

Kentuckians
speak about
the quality of
life in state
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Round-the-world flight record
held by Howard Hughes broken
PARIS (AP) — The captain of a four-man crew who re-created
the 1938 round-the-world flight by Howard Hughes and cut 2%
hours off the billionaire's record was so happy he couldn't even
recall the flight's minor problems.
Champagne flowed and crowds cheered when the 19308-vintage,
twin-prop plane landed at 10 a.m. Sunday under cloudy skies at Le
Bourget airfield north of Paris after an 88-hour, 48-minute flight.
The aviators took off Wednesday from the field hosting the biennial Paris Air Show and arrived on the show's 11th and final day.
"I've forgotten the difficult moments," said Patrick Fourticq,
the plane's captain. Fourticq said he spent two years searching for
an airplane of the same model as Hughes' craft for the re-creation.
He finally found such a plane in Miami, where it was being used to
transport chickens, he said.
Except for a few minor problems — a heater that failed and
spark plugs that needed changing — the Lockheed 18 Lodestar
worked perfectly during the journey, with a 225 mph cruising speed
and maximum altitude of about 25,000 feet.
Although the team had hoped to retrace Hughes' flight, which included three stops in the Soviet Union, the Soviets denied
permission.
So they chose a route that covered the same distance as the
Hughes flight — about 14,640 miles — with stops in Spitzberg, Norway; Fairbanks, Alaska; Vancouver, British Columbia; Los
Angeles; Miami, and Teterboro, N.J.

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP — Most
residents of the Bluegrass state
think their Old Kentucky Home is
just fine, according to a
newspaper poll published today.
The Courier -Journal's
Bluegrass State poll said 87 percent of Kentuckians rate their
communities as excellent or good
places to live.
While overall responses were
mostly favorable, residents of
rural areas were less satisfied
with community services that
were residents of the state's
largest urban areas, the
newspaper said. That was
especially true in south central
and eastern Kentucky.
Still, 79 percent of eastern Kentucky residents rated their communities excellent or good.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Elsewhere...
By Use Aseeerseed Press

BEIRIT, Lebanon — Syria reportedly turned down a deal from
Moslem kidnappers that would provide freedom for two captured
Lebanese but keep U.S. journalist Charles Glass a hostage. Sources
say efforts to free the three have entered a "crucial stage."
SE011, South Korea - President Chun Doo-hwan has agreed to
meet with opposition leaders in an effort to end his nation's political
crisis and, a top political representative says, the president also promised to consider Die release of political detainees. AM-South Korea.
WASHINGTON — The United States and the Soviet Union are joining forces on a peace plan to end the 6%-year-old Iran-Iraq war and
prevent an Iranian victory, a high-level Reagan administration official says.
WASHLYGTON — Senate investigators have uncovered evidence
that some Internal Revenue Service officials routinely judge
employees on the basis of how much tax they collect and how much
property they seize, in direct violation of written IRS directives.
TEGA CAY,S.C. — The Rev. Jerry Falwell called Jim and Tammy
Bakker's efforts to regain leadership of the PTL ministry "unChristian shenanigans" and said God will decide the outcome.
WASHINGTON — The Iran-Contra hearings resume this week as
lawyers for fired White House aide Oliver L. North haggle with congressional investigators over terms of his testimony before the
committees
British Parliament
Comparing party alignment
1983 election
Social Democrat°,
Uberal Alliance
23
Other parties*

1987 election
Soda Derrocratid
Liberal Alliance
Other parties*
23

{22

'Other parties included are Scottish National, Plaid Cymru, Official Unionist
Democratic Unionist, Popular Unionitt, Sodal Democratic and Labor
and Sinn Fein
Chicago Mune °welt;Source:Chimp Mune news reports
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YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
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copy of The Murray Lodger &
Timms by 5.30 p m MondoyFndoy or by 3.30 p m Saturday
ore urged to coN 763-1416 between 5:30 p.m. mid 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Officio Hours — S a.m.-S p.m.
Metwhay Owe Friegy, S a.m..12
p.m. Saturday.

Calloway County Speech Team members who competed in the 1987 National Forensic League National Tournament last week In Cincinnati, Ohio are, left to right, Jason Woods, Kern Burkeen, Tim Black, Debbie Mott,
Wendy Parker and coach Larry England. Calloway County placed llth out of 467 schools competing for
sweepstakes honors.

CCHS students
win national
honors during
speech tourney
Calloway County Speech Team
members, Tim Black and Debbie
Mott, won National Championships at the 1987 National Forensic
League National Tournament last
week in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Black placed first in the U.S.
Extemporanous Speaking. There
were 148 students from 50 states
competing. His final round topic
was "Would a National Consumption Tax be desirable strategy for
reducing the National deficit?"
Debbie Mott placed first in
Poetry Interpretation. There were
136 students competing in Poetry.
Her poetry selection was "For My
Mother," by Ellen Bass.
Wendy Parker and Keine
Burkeen were eliminated from
competition in humorous interpretation and Oratory after eight
rounds. Jason Woods competed
through six rounds in humorous
interpretation.
Calloway placed Ilth out of 467
schools competing for
sweepstakes honors. Sweepstakes
placing was: 1st — Milton
Academy, Massachusetts; 2nd —
Winston Churchill, Texas; 3rd —
Chesterton, Indiana; 4th — Eau
Claire Memorial, Wisconsin; 5th
Billarmine Prep., Callifornia;
6th — Downers Grove South, Illinois; 7th — Watertown, South
Dakota; 8th — Albuquerque Del
Norte, New Mexico; 9th — Pekin
Community, Illinois; 10th —

LEXINGTON, Ky. (API — The
Republican nominees for governor and lieutenant governor opened the general election campaign
on Saturday, but there were no
Democrats around to respond.
John Harper, who heads the
GOP ticket, and running mate
Lawrence Webster made passing
references to the no-shows,
Democratic nominees Wallace
Wilkinson and Brereton Jones.
But the host of the forum, outgoing Kentucky Press Association
President Max Heath, raised questions about why the Democrats did
not attend the meeting of Kentucky newspaper publishers.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Collins tells
of expansion
for children's
state programs

Calloway County Speech Team members Tim Black and Debbie Mott
are shown with the trophies and coach Larry England after winning national championships at the 1987 National Forensic League National
Tournament last week in Cincinnati, Ohio. Black placed first in C.S. Ex temporanous Speaking and Mott placed first in Poetry Interpretation.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
350.6
Barkley Lake
350.6

OWENSBORO, Ky. ( API —
There will be a major expansion of
medical and dental coverage for
poor children in Kentucky, according to Gov. Martha Layne
Collins.
The governor made the announcement Saturday night at the
10th Annual Wendell H. Ford
Scholarship Dinner here, during
which she was honored for her
work in maternal and child care.
The scholarship dinner is held to
raise money for the March of
Dimes to fight birth defects. Some
(Cont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page 2)

Ferocast
Tonight will be partly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Low will be
near 70 wtth light wind. Tuesday will be hazy, hot and humid
with a 30 percent chance of
thunderstorm". High will be in
the lower 90s. Southwest wind
will be 6 to 10 mph.

Democrats
response to
Republicans
at KPA silent

Democrats meet to plan for Super Tuesday
ATLANTA (AP) — Democrats
who may or may not be presidential candidates are swooping down
on a party strategy and unity session of the Democratic Leadership
Council, formed to unite the party
after the 1984 presidential
drubbing.
The group is laying plans for the
"Super Tuesday" primary next
March 8 in which at least 20 states,
including most of the South, will
pick convention delegates.
A key question is where the

backers of former Colorado Sen.
Gary Hart will turn, but one of his
national co-chairmen, Jon Mills,
speaker of the Florida House of
Representatives, said Sunday
night that decision probably won't
come until early September.
"We're realizing we don't know
that much about some of the candidates," said Mills, who has been
leading an effort to keep much of
the Southeastern Hart organisation intact. "We've been doing
more listening than talking.

"We have to make sure we
make the right decision for the
party," he said before a Sunday
night reception. He said the
possibilities "are wide open."
The heads of the Hart organizations from 14 states are here with
Mills.

Sen. Albert Gore, D-Tenn.
One member of the Hart group,
who spoke on the basis of
anonymity, said there is a strong
leaning to former Virginia Gov.
Charles Robb, who has shown little public interest in a candidacy
so far. Robb has been enouraghig
George. Sen. Sam Nunn to enter
the race. Both Robb and Nunn are
attending.

•

Some members of Hart's national staff now work in the campaign of Massachusetts Gov.
The Hart source said Nunn is
Michael Dukakis, while Will
Cheek,formerly Hart's Tennessee
coordinator, now is working for (Omni on par 2)
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Department
responds to
3 fire calls

Picture l'his!

Ledger & Times captures 13 awards
at annual Kentucky Press convention
LEXINGTON, 1(y. (AP) The
Murray Ledger fs Times joined
newspapers across the state who
were recognised for their work by
receiving honors in the Kentucky
Press Association Better
Newspaper Contest.
The Murray Ledger k Times
received awards for first place,
typography, community service;
second place, newspaper promotion. local news pictures, display
advertising. original ad idea;
third place, general excellence,
agriculture page, business pagesection, lifestyle page, local
feature pictures, special editionsection; honorable mention,
sports
"We are pleased to have won 13
awards from the Kentucky Press
Association. We won in some
categories that we have not placed
in previously and we are particularly proud to be first in community service. We strive to serve

ilt•WYW page. esPlAY wivertigly4
Harlan Daily Enterpriee — first plate.
Freedom of Inftwination. best lifestyle page,
local feature pictures, local sports pictures.
display advertiang. second place, general
excellence, third piece. typography. community service. front page. sports page. local
news pictures. honorible mention. special
Delay.Class I
edition-section
May,Clem 0
Menial= up as WON
Clrentailin 15,151 Is MAO
Mery litIger 8 awe — first piece.
Gleaner
Henderson
— first place, genera/
typography, community service. second
excellence. community service, business
paws. newspaper promotion, local news picpap-Action. best lifestyle page. local news
tures, dkiplay advertising. original ad idea
pictures, special edition-section second
third pima, general szconsim& agriculture
place. typography. Freedom of Intromation.
page. business pags-soctitm hiestyle page
editorial page. arglculture page. third place,
local feature pictures, special edition
local feature pictures. original ad idea.
section. hcmorable mention. sports page
display advertising honorable mention,
Middlesboro Daily News — Kral place best
front
page, local sports pictures
front page boat editorial page. business
Commonwealth Journal, Somerset — first
page-section second place agriculture
• place. Freedom of information. best front
PSI,, honorable mention, typography
page, best editorial page, local sports picRichmond Register — first place best
tures. original ad Idea, second place, general
sports page. special edition-secUon second
excellence, sports page. local feature plc.
place, front page lifestyle page honorable
hires , third place. typography. community
mention. editorial page
service. business page•section
Fulton Daily Leader — third place
Advocate•Memenger, Danville — first
oditortal page, local sports pictures
place, newspaper promotion, local feature
Winchester at — first Mace, general ex.
pictures. display advertislag. second piece.
cellence newspaper promotion, best
community service, local news pictures.
agriculture page local news pictures
local sports pictures, third place, general exoriginal ad idea, second place. typography
cellence front page honorable mention,
community service, Freedom of Informaeditorial page, sports page. special edition.
tion. business page-section. local feature picsection
tures. local sports pictures, special edition.
Elizabethtown News Enterprise — first
section. third place editorial page sports
place, best sports page. best agriculture
page. second place front page. business
page-section. display advertising; third
place, general excellence. editorial page,
newspaper promotion. lifestyle page. local
sports pictures, honorable mention, local
feature pictures, original ad idea.
Kentucky New Era. Hopkinsville — first
!Awe. typography, second place, lifestyle
page, original ad idea, third place, sports
"This year the decision was page, display advertising, honorable menharder because of the quality of tion, local news pictures
Madisonville Messenger — second place.
the entries," said Eversman."We
newspaper promotion, third place. Freedom
selected two papers for Honorable of Information, local news pictures, special
Mention — The Gleaner, Hender- edition section
Bowling Green Daily News — third place.
son and writer Judy Jenkins: and
agriculture page: honorable mention,
The Kentucky Standard, Bardnewspaper promotion
Frankfort State Journal — second place,
stown and writer Terry Boyd."
special edition-section
Stories from the Bowling Green
Chin M
Daily News, the Paducah Sun and
Circulation ever ICON
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer .. first
The Sentinel-News of Shelbyville
place, general excellence, typography, best
were also finalists in the front
page, best editorial page. best sports
competition.
page. business page-aection, local news pictures second place, community service.
Freedom of Information, front page lifestyle
"So much is happening these page. local feature pictures;
honorable mendays to give people with special tion. local sports pictures, original ad idea.
problems a better opportunity to display advertising.
Kentucky Post, Covington — first place,
live, work and take part in their community
service. lifestyle page, local
community," Eversman said. feature pictures second place, general excellence.
typography,
editorial page. sports
"And the newspapers of Kentucky
page local news pictures, third place.
are an important part of increas- Freedom
of Information. business page•
ing awareness and promoting ac- section
Ashland Dimly Independent — first place.
ceptance of people with
special edition-section, second place, sports
developmental disabilities."
page third place, general excellence, front
The award was announced page editorial page business page-section,
at the Kentucky Press Associa- lifestyle page local news pictures, honorable
newspaper promotion
tion's summer conference, which mention
Paducah Sun — tire place. Freedom of Inwas held at the Marriot Griffin formation second place special edition.
section
Gate in Lexington.

The Murray Fire Department
responded to three calls over the
weekend, according to a
spokesman for the department.
On Saturday at approximately 5
a.m., fire fighters were called to
Riviera Trailer Court and extinguished a dumpster fire located
there, the spokesman said.
At 6:14 p.m. Saturday, firemen
were called to the Cheri 3 Cinema
after a popcorn warmer had
caught fire. According to the
report, cinema personnel had extinguished the fire before the fire
department's arrival. Fire
fighters removed smoke from the
building with exhaust fans and
assisted in cleanup, the
spokesman said.
Later Saturday at approximately 11:30 p.m., firemen responded
to an alarm at Storey's Food
Giant. According to the report, the
alarm had apparently malfunctioned. No fire was found upon arrival, the spokesman indicated.

our community and be a community newspaper and it is nice to
be rewarded by this recognition
from our peers," Walt Apperson,
publisher of the Ledger & Times
said.

Ledger & Times wins award
for training center stories
The Murray Ledger and Times
has been chosen as the winner of
the Third Annual DeDe Award
competition by the Kentucky
Developmental DisabWties Planning Council.
The award is presented annually
to the Kentucky newspaper which
has done the most during the past
year to promote a positive image
of Kentuckians with developmental disabilities, said council executive director Rich Eversman.
"We're particularly gratified by
the response to this year's contest." said Eversman. "The
number of entires keeps growing.
The sensitivity and interest
displayed in the content is steadily
improving. And we know the entires we recieve represent only a
small portion of the stories written
In Kentucky."
The winning articles focused on
the Work Activities Training
Center for the Handicapped in
Murray They were written by
former Ledger and Times staff
writer Laurie Brumley.

Campaign...
(Coat'd from page 1)
Heath, who said he was not
speaking for the organization, said
he is concerned that Wilkinson's
decision was "a glimpse of some
of the arrogance of the frontrunning candidate toward the
press."
Heath, who is with Landmark
Community Newspapers in
Shelbyville, noted that it has been
something of a tradition for candidates to address the newspaper
group.
"We just hope that the frontrunner will not have an attitude
toward the press that he's done it
all and doesn't need to talk to us,"
Heath said.
Wilkinson aides said the gubernatorial nominee said he does not

Super Tuesday...

•

#.'4,

f,

(Coat'd from page 1)
right behind Robb.
Robb, who heads the council.
said, "It is the world's worse-kept
secret that I have been trying to
get Sen. Nunn to join the race, but
not yet."
He said he thought it would work
to Nunn's advantage to declare his
candidacy later rather than
sooner. Nunn has not ruled out
running but has not said when he
will announce his decision.
In Nunn doesn't run. would
Robb?
"Let's not address that one quite
yet," he said in an interview.
Dukakis, who has declared his
candidacy, was less evasive and
pushing the fact that he has
balanced nine state budgets in a
row.
He said Hart people have contacted him and he believes Hart
backers will be "a real boost."
Gore also was present. He said
he will announce his candidacy
June a in his home town of Carthage, Tenn.
He said the winner in Super
Tuesday must be someone who
can bring back the votes lost to
Republicans in 1984.
"We will win in 1968 because we
bring a message of hope and w," s
said Missouri Rep.
riter'ittaephardt, a declared
candidate.
Hattie Babbitt, wife of former
Ariaona Gov. Bruce Babbitt and

Intend to begin campaigning until
late in the summer.
Jones aides said he was out of
the state.
Harper, a state representative
from Shepherdsville, questioned
Wilkinson's programs and his
temperament.
"I have very real concerns
about my opponent's ability to
govern," Harper said.
Harper said Wilkinson has promised programs that cost $500
million. "I'm just astounded that
anyone would do this under the
shortfall situations that we have,"
Harper said.
Harper also alluded to the
primary night incident in which
Wilkinson was seen smacking an
aide with a sheaf of papers while
being questioned by a television
reporter

speaking in his place, said her husband, a declared candidate.
"governed in the progressive
tradition in a conservative state"
and could win Republican votes.
Arkansas Gov. William Clinton,
who has not declared whether he
will run, said Democrats could not
get the White House back unless
the party nominee gets at least
half of the South's electoral votes.
"The region nearly caught up
with the per capita income
average of the rest of the nation in
the 30 years after World War II but
has stayed stagnant for a decade,"
he charged.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson,
another possible candidate, said
the country needs "a foreign
policy that is not foreign to our
values" and urged the party to
"heal its wounds and find a common economic ground."
Sen. Paul Simon of Illinois, who
campaigned in Georgia Saturday,
said he would send representatives to the conference, which
ends Monday after a long day of
panel discussions and speeches.
Robb said earlier the committee
is trying to influence candidates to
spend more time in the Super
Tuesday states and address broad
national issues instead of local or
special interest concerns.
He said it is especially important to reach Southern Democrats
who may have changed sides
because of recent presidential
elections.
He said the interest in the
meeting highlights the importance
of Hart's departure.

Children...
(Cont'd from page 1)
450 people paid $50 each to attend
the dinner at a motel where four
Brescia and Kentucky Wesleyan
college students received scholarships and internships toward
careers in child health care.
The extra Medicaid coverage
will help about 2,500 additional
children in low-income households
each month beginning July 1, according to Collins.
Collins said the Cabinet for
Human Resources expects to
spend about $1.5 million during the
1987-88 fiscal year for Medicaid
coverage for children up to the age
of 18 in eligible, two-parent
families. Children in single-parent
homes are already covered to age
18, Collins said, while those in twoparent homes can receive
Melicaid help only up to age 4.
The change removes an unfair
burden on families trying to stay
together but who find themselves
penalized because both parents
are at home, she said.
A statement released by the
governor's office said all newlyeligible children will receive services under the Kentucky Patient
Access and Care system.
Under the system, families can
choose their own physician.
Families of children who would
not be eligible for Medicaid under
normal circumstances could
become eligible if their children
suffer a serious illness, the statement said That would become
possible if the excess income that
puts the family above Medicaid
eligibility is needed to pay
medical bills.
Douglas Sutherland, president
of Blue Cross Blue Shield and
Delta Dental of Kentucky, was
honored at the dinner, with a
presentation made by House
Speaker Don Blandford of Philpot.

Speech team...
(awed from page 1)
Robert E. Lee, Texas; and llth —
Calloway County, Kentucky.
Speech Team coach
England praised Black andA
i L7
for their superior performances
throughout the National Tournament. England said. "The two national championships are the
results of hard work and dedication. behave there will be more to
come for the Calloway Speech
Team."

II) Jugs Scull)

THE JOY OF READING
Former washerwoman Olga Rodchenko hadn't quite gotten the
knack of reading yet — or of her new specs, for that matter — in
1924 when her son, Alexander, made this striking portrait of her. On
one hand a tender personal study, the image also became a symbol
of the education of the peasantry after the Russian revolution. The
downward camera angle and extremely close framing of her face are
typical of the dramatic techniques the innovative artist/
photographer employed.
"In all circles," Rodchenko said,"there are people who know what
to photgraph. But there are only a few who know how to photograph"
— an observation that holds true today. His photographs, paintings
and drawings are collected in a new and comprehensive book. Rodchenko: The Complete Work, by S.D. Khan-Magomedov, published by
The MIT Press.
(Photo credit. from Rodchenko The Complete Work)

Campaign: Wilkinson
fundraiser has no
position with staff
FRANKFORT, Ky. lAPI — The
man who acknowledged to be one
of state government's biggest
landlords is claiming to be
Wallace Wilkinson's Franklin
County finance chairman and is
soliciting money for Wilkinson's
gubernatorial campaign, a
Frankfort newspaper reported
Sunday.
But high-ranking Wilkinson
campaign officials say Frankfort
businessman Rodney Ratliff has
no position in the Democratic
nominees campaign, The State
Journal said.
Ratliff, through companies he
owns or co-owns, earns $1.2
million per year from the state
through the leasing of office space,
according to records in the state
Division of Real Property, the
newspaper said.
Ratliff apparently was on a losing side in the Democratic
primary. Pat Mulloy,former campaign manager for former Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr., said records
Indicate Ratliff contributed to
Brown's unsuccessful campaign,
although no contributions in
Ratliff's name to the Brown campaign were on file at the Kentucky

Poll...
(Coat'd from page I)
The poll, conducted by
telephone from April 17 to 25,
found that residents of Lexington
and surrounding counties were the
happiest: 97 percent rated the
Bluegrass an excellent or good
place to live.
However, experts said that polls
that ask people to evaluate the
quality of life in their communities
typically find a high degree of
satisfaction.
Thomas R. Ford, a sociology
professor and director of the
Center for Development Change at
the University of Kentucky, said a
survey done several years ago in
one of the poorest areas of eastern
Kentucky found that residents
were satisfied with their lives.
"Anybody coming in from the
outside would think they were living in miserable conditions," Ford
said. "But they had never known
anything else."
Ford also said people tend to express satisfaction because "you
have to justify why you stay there.
... There is this sense of community loyalty that if you can't say
something nice, don't say
an&hinigse
t
State Poll appears to confirm that statement.

Registry of Election Finance.
Efforts to contact Ratliff were
unsuccessful and messages left at
Frankfort Scrap Metal Co., one of
Ratliff's main businesses, were
not returned, The State Journal
said. Ratliff's home phone number
is not published and he could not
be reached for comment Sunday
night.
Eight people, including six who
own property that is rented to the
state, said Ratliff has contacted
them and some said he has asked
for contributions to the Wilkinson
campaign, the newspaper said.
Four of the eight said Ratliff
identified himself as Wilkinson's
Franklin County finance chairman, the newspaper said.
"I can assure you the man
Ratliff) isn't any finance chairman for Franklin County or
anything else," said Floyd Poore,
a former state transportation
secretary who is Wilkinson's state
campaign coordinator.
Harry Cowherd, Wilinson's
Franklin County campaign chairman, and John Sower, one of
Wilkinson's county fundraisers,
also said Ratliff is not acting as a
Wilkinson campaign official.

Eighty-two percent or more said
they were satisfied with police and
fire protection in their communities, with hospitals or health
clinics, with the number of - doctors, with drinking water and air
quality and with places to shop for
groceries and drugstore items.
In the most negative overall
rating, 22 percent said that outdoor recreation facilities such as
parks, playgrounds and swimming pools were not satisfactory in
their communities.
The poll was based on interviews with 806 Kentucky adults
and has a margin of error of 3.5
percentage points.
The poll asked the following:
— Do you have satisfactory
police protection; satisfactory outdoor recreational facilities such as
parks, playgrounds or swimming
pilots; satisfactory hospitals or
health clinics; a satisfactory
number of doctors; satisfactory
fire protection; satisfactory
places to shop for groceries and
drugstore items; satisfactory
schools for children in your area?
— Is the quality of your drinking
water satisfactory?
— Is the quality of the air you
breathe satisfactory?
— How would you rate your
neighborhood or community as a
place to live — would you say it is
excellent, good, only fair or poor?

KSP reports
investigations
for 1986 in the
western region
The Kentucky State Police at
Post 1 Mayfield investigated a
total of 1,772 accidents from
January 1, 1986, to December 31,
1986, in the eleven most western
counties that comprise the Post 1
area. Of that number, 1,106 were
property damage only, 641 involved some type of injury, and 25
were fatal accidents.
Most accidents occurred on dry
pavement. 1,446, or 81.5 percent
were on dry pavement, and 297, or
16.7 percent were on wet pavement. The remaining 1.8 percent
were on snow, slush or mud.
Of the total number of accidents, 1,330 or 63.7 percent were
during daylight hours.
The leading human factor for
the cause of accidents in the Post 1
area for 1986 was failure to yield
the right of way. Driver inattention was the second leading human
factor.
Drivers between age 25-34 made
up 22 percent of the accidents, age
35-44 made up 14.8 percent, and
11.9 percent were made up of
drivers from 21-24 years old. Male
drivers comprised 65 percent of
the total and 83 percent of the people involved were local residents.
The above information was
compiled by the Kentucky State
Police Accident Reporting System
and is only the accidents investigated by the Kentucky State
Police in the Post 1 area.
Additional information is
available by county upon request.

Free commodities
distribution set
Free government commodities
will be distributed Wednesday and
Thursday, June 24-25 at the county
road department on East
Sycamore Street from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.
Anyone wishing to obtain these
items should bring proper identification. Persons picking up
commodities for another individual, must bring a signed
authorization, according to
Calloway County Judge Executive
George Weaks' office.
It Is extremely necessary for
residents to bring with them a bag
or box for carrying the items, a
spokesperson for the program
stated.
The USDA Emergency Food
Assistance Program is available
to all eligible recipients
regardless of race, color, national
origin, age, sex or handicap.

Scroggy resigns
as the warden of
state penitentiary
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky State Penitentiary
Warden Gene Scroggy will resign
effective June 30 to become commissioner of the Mississippi
Department of Corrections, Corrections Cabinet officials said
Friday.
Scroggy, who has been warden
of Kentucky's miudmurn-security
prison since 1984, was selected last
week to head Mississippi's prison
system.
Corrections Secretary George
Wilson said the cabinet may have
to appoint an interim warden to
replace[Wow while a replacement is found.

,
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PERSPECTIVE
Let the wall
come tumbling
down
Behind the promise of
glasnost, the Soviet Union's
word for its new policy of
openness, lies the concreteand barbed-wire reality of the
Berlin Wall. Since it was built
26 years ago, it has come to
symbolize everything that
isn't open about communist
society.
East Germany, a Soviet
ally, erected it to keep the
citizens of East Berlin from
heeing to the free part of the
city controlled by West Germany.
President John F. Kennedy
went to this politically schizophrenic city and declared, 'Es
gibt nur emn Berlin, "There is
only one Berlin."
But today, Berlin remains
two cities, with freedom on
one side of the wall, communist repression on the other.
The other day, another
American president, Ronald
Reagan journeyed to West
Berlin and standing near the
Brandenburg Gate challenged
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorba-

chev to prove the sincerity of
glasnost, to "open this gate,
tear down this wall."
"General Secretary Gorbachev, if you seek peace, if you
seek prosperity for the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe, if
you seek liberalization, come
here to this gate," said the
president.
Gorbachev and his policies
may have dominated the discussions among the European
leaders who met at the Venice summit — a summit Gorbachev did not even attend.
But clearly Reagan seized the
foreign policy initiative with
his impassioned challenge at
the Berlin Wall.
Is glasnost a token gesture
or a meaningful change for
the better? Will a city divided
by ideology be allowed to reunite? Whether the Berlin
wall remains standing or disappears could resolve those
questions. President Reagan
threw down the gauntlet.
Now, it is up to Gorbachev to
prove himself.

Powell: VA hospitals are in trouble
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juries, surgical complications and
unexpected deaths.
It is indeed a travesty of logic,
humanity and common sense for
the Administration to pump moreand-more dollars into defense and
less-and-less into veterans' health
care.
As we have stated before,
veterans are the logical byproduct
of our national defense. To increase the Defense Department
budget without an increase in the
budget for veterans programs'
results in more veterans receiving
fewer services.
Our real concern is that the
situation now has reached the
point where we never may find out
how bad things get — since, as the
GAO report points out, the VA
routinely does not regularly
follow-up on many of the patient
injury problems which occur in its
hospitals.
One frightening conclusion of
the GAO report is that if the VA
hospitals themselves do not know
how "bad"things are,there is now
way that those who establish and
reinforce policy in Washington
know how "bad" things are either.
To deal with this situation, I
would like to ask your readers to
write to me and tell me of personal
experiences at VA hospitals. I'll
take the stack of letters I receive
to the VA Administrator to show
him how individual veterans feel
about the quality of care they are
receiving today from a "grateful
nation."
I look forward to hearing from
your readers.
Sincerely,
R. Jack Powell
Executive Director
Paralyzed Veterans of America
801 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Thoughts in Season
By Ken Wolf
During his early days as president, Ronald Reagan gave a successful televised speech in which he
used a handful of small change to
illustrate the current value of the
dollar.
Even his rivals were impressed.

One of them said:
It takes an actor to do that.
Carter would have emphasised all the wrong words. Ford
would have fumbled and
dropped the cash. Nixon
would have pocketed it.
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I call The New York Times, see,
and ask for the public relations
department. The lady comes on the
phone and I say that I have a couple of questions I'd like answered.
"What are they?" she asks.
I tell her that there are all these
names at the top of The New York
Times editorial page,the publisher,
the executive editor, the managing
editor, the editorial page editor,
and so on. About 10 editors.
"What I want to know is if they
are married. And if they have ever
been divorced. And if they have
been divorced, when did it happen?"
And do you know what she says?
"I'm not going to give out that information." Click.
How do you like that? Here is a
newspaper that has just asked all
the presidential candidates some of
the most personal questions in the
history of American journalism.
All major newspapers ask candidates about their background.
But only The New York Times has
asked them to turn over any
records of psychiatric treatment
and other medical records. And to
make available their FBI files.
So, let's say that 10 years ago,
some guy who is now a candidate
had trouble getting it on, as the
younger set says, with his wife.
He goes to a shrink and tells him
about his frustrating problem.
This is something The New York
Times believes it should know
about.
Or let's say that 10 years ago,
some nut writes a letter to the FBI
and says that this or that congressman is really a Soviet agent.
That winds up in the file. And
that's something that The New
York Times thinks it ought to know
about.
Obviously, we don't want a president who is nuts or subversive. But
I don't think it is up to a candidate
to provide The New York Times
with evidence that he is nuts or
subversive. If The New York Times
or any other paper has any reason
to suspect him, it should go out and
dig up the evidence on its own.
But if The New York Times
thinks candidates should give up
every last shred of privacy, who
am Ito argue with the world's most
influential newspaper?
After all, its motives are lofty. It
wants to assess the character and
judgment and stability of the
candidates.
Which is why I called and asked
about the marital status and
divorces of its top editors.
These are very powerful guys.
Their stories, editorials and columnists have shaped and swayed the
government's foreign and domestic
policies, caused legislation to be
defeated or passed, caused candidates to lose or be elected. In
other words, The New York Times
has, on many occasions, influenced the course of history.

Am I being unreasonable?
Maybe. But, remember, The New
York Times was the paper that
first raised the question of Gary
Hart's womanizing. The Miami
Herald did the nasty Peeping Tom
job, but it was the Times that put
Hart on the spot, causing him to
stupidly invite reporters to tail him.
And now the Times has apparently decided to put all candidates on
the spot. Sure, the candidates don't
have to answer the Times' exhaustive list of questions and turn
over private documents. That is
their right. But if the candidates
don't answer, they risk looking as

That's very heavy stuff. So it
seems only fair that we should have
some insight into the character and
judgment and stability of these
people.
For example, if any of them were
divorced, I'd like to know why?
Were they frolicking with
secretaries? Fathering illegitimate
children? Ah, this could call into
question their character and judgment and stability.
Were they cruel to their wives?
Indifferent to their children?
Maybe taking too many nips after
work? Ah, further questions about
judgment and character.

Looking Back

If they might be hiding something.
Yet, the Times does have the
right to ask the questions. I can't
arthe with that.
But I have the same right. Which
is why I was so disappointed when
The New York Times public relations person refused to answer and
hung up the phone.
She didn't even let me get around
to asking if any of those New York
Times editors had ever undergone
psychiatric treatment and whether
I could see the shrink's records.
Especially those of the editor who
dreamed up the presidential
questionnaire.

EVERY MOVE WE
MAKE MEANS BETTER
HEALTHCARE FOR YOU.
entrance - - see map). A convenient in le drive allows
patients needing to go to the Admitting ()flit e ii, Ix.
dropped I )ff right at the front &w it-. And there's ample
parking nearbs Once inside. soull he able to quit Lk
and easilv find the Admitting Office

onvenient and reliable healthcare services are just
a couple of the gtiod things sou've come tti expect
from Sfurrav4 :111()%v:41 (.mint', Hospital.
Now we've made life easier for Our patients and
visitors with the reltit 4(11 in of the main entrance fit
Poplar Street Plus, the opening of this facilin will
separate the new ()inpatient Stirgerv Center from other
inpatient servit es.
In addition to the()utpatient Surgery ((-tiler,
beautiful new structure will house administrative ))flices
— including the Admitting Mice. Please come hv and
visit our new fat ilits ii see the signs of growth and
progreSs al NitlfrdS4 .4114)was(.,n..int% Hospital

C

OUTPAT7ENT SURGERY CENTER
the new futpatient Surgery I:canter clItrati, t• is
10( ated on the first 0',or of the Eighth Street sick of flit
hr ispit.al (see map). Patients will enitts the..111s t•Itn•I t•
and privacs afforded them in this Int this ss lii, 11
houses the new Pin sit al .l'herapv Depanintiot
separate parking lot is pro% ided I.,r the( hett.nient
SurgerN(.enter

ADMITTING
I he Admitting ()flit r t an be found lust inside the
new Main entrance on the second flocir (Poplar Street

Ten years ago
The 1977 Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair will open July
11 at Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. Wheeler,
June 16, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Bucy, June 17.
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Twenty years ago
Rain and some wind hit the Murray and Calloway County area last
night when 2.3 inches of rain was
recorded by John Ed Scott, local
weather observer.
"The new MSU administration
building looking sharp. Should be
ready somethime this summer,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James
Williams.
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Thirty years ago
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles, pastor
of First Methodist Church, spoke
about "What Do These Stones
Mean?" at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced by
Luther Robertson.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Gene Dowdy,
June 19.
Forty yearsago
Murray's six-man City Council
voted 5 to ion June 20 to install
parking meters in the city of
Murray.
Robert J. Moser, Walter E.
Shackelford Jr. and Ted W.
Thompson have enlisted in the
United States Army and are now
taking training at Fort Knox.

tIt

S.

3

Turnabout is fair play for The Times

Letter Tto Thy I.:ditto!.

Dear Editor:
Millions of American veterans
In need of critical medical care
are in real trouble. And, this trouble is growing daily.
As one example, a recent
Government Accounting Office
report stated that an audit of nine
Veterans Administration hospitals
showed these hospitals were
routinely not investigating the
causes of serious patient injuries,
surgical complications and unexpected deaths.
As significant as this report is, it
masks a larger issue — the issue of
high quality government health
care for America's veterans. As
we have been predicting for some
time, a reduction in the funds
available to meet the growing
medical needs of a growing
number of veterans now presents
the real potential for a diminished
quality of medical care — which
shows up, in part, in patient in-
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MURRAY TODAY
Man's Family Shuts
) Him Out After
/ Closing Door on Wife
By Abigail Van Buren

1

DEAR ABBY: I recently married
a lovely woman I'll call Carole. My
mother did not approve of her
because she was a divorcee with two
children. (We are both in our late
.20s.) My brother was my best man.
My family came to the church but
did not go to the reception. In fact,
they walked out the side door
immediately following the ceremony
My brother is getting married
soon and I had already agreed to be
his best man. When the wedding
invitation arrived, I was shocked to
see that it was addressed to me only!
I asked my brother if it was some
kind of oversight and he said no,
('arole was not invited because
Mother didn't want her there.
I sat down and wrote my brother
a letter because I couldn't tell him
face to face how hurt I was. I also
told him that unless my wife was
invited. I could not be his best man.
BARGAIN MATINEES
Cheri Doily
Cine Sot. & Sun.

I asked him to please come to see me
so we could talk things over. I heard
nothing from him, so I called and
asked if he wanted to talk, and he
hung up on me. I haven't heard
from him since.
The last line of my letter was:
"When Carole and I took our
marriage vows, we two were made
one, and I cannot send half of me to
your wedding."
Was I wrong? Should I have gone
and left my wife at home?(She told
me it was my decision.)
HURT IN LYNN, MASS.
DEAR HURT: You were not
wrong. I applaud your loyalty.
Please greet your lucky wife for
me.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: A while back you
answered a woman's query about
the comparison of a man's eating
habits to his lovemaking. She was
in love with a man who ate fast and
she was concerned that his quick
satisfaction of his physical need for
food might prophesy a similar quick
satisfaction of his physical need for
sex.
You advised her not to be concerned — if she loved him, she
should marry him.
At the time, I wasn't sure of your
advice. Now I am. Abby, you were
right on the nose. I now know what
great sex is, and it's with this man
who eats like he hasn't eaten in six
weeks. Please print this as validation of your advice to others, who,

like me, put your advice on hold.
Sign me
YUM
P.S. On what did you base your
conclusion?
DEAR YUM: Just common
sense and good manners. A
gentleman never keeps a lady
waiting.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: How right you are
to point out that constant tickling of
a person is cruelty and should not
be tolerated. My Irish mother told
me at least 50 years ago of a
situation that took place near her
hometown in Ireland.
A neighbor had at least two wives
pass away before anyone paid much
attention to it. Then another neighbor reported hearing hysterical
laughter coming from that house.
Well, it was later learned that the
man had been tying his wives to the
bedpost, and tickling the soles of
their bare feet with a feather! He
continued until the hysteria did
them in. In truth, they were tickled
to death.
PAT HOLLINGSWORTH,
BRITISH COLUMBIA

Merrrcry Ledger & Times

Doerge and Byrne wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Doerge
III of Patton, Mo., announce the
engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter, Jamie
Maria, of Piattesville, Wis., to
Charles A. Byrne, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard J. Byrne of Atha City, Wis.
Miss Doerge, a 1979 graduate of
Meadow Heights High School, Patton, Mo., received her B.S. in
English and Journalism and M.S.
In Conununication from Murray
State University. She is currently
employed as an assistant professor of communicaton at the
University of Wisconsin.
Platteville, and is also a doctoral
student at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.
While at Murray State, the
bride-elect was editor-in-chief of
the Murray State News, was
selected as outstanding junior
English major, outstanding journalism graduate and was a Jesse
Stuart Fellow.
The bride-elect presently serves
as the national vice president for
Regional Development of the National Broadcasting Society,
Alpha Epsilon Rho, and has been
selected as a Wisconsin Teaching
Fellow for the upcoming year.
Mr. Byrne, a 19'77 graduate of
Cuba City High School, Cuba City,
Wis., received his associate
degree in accounting and finance

Jamie Maria Doerge and
Charles A. Byrne to marry
with vocational certification as an
account clerk from Southwest
Vocational-Technical Institute in
Feruiimore, Wis,
He is currently employed as
departmental buyer and computer
operations supervisor for
Donohoo's Furniture in Cuba City,
and is enrolled at the University of
Wisconsin-Platteville through the
Extended Degree program.
The groom-elect holds offices on

Princess Diana
says she likes
'fiddly' work

•• *

(To get Abby's booklet, "How to
Write Letters for All Occasions," send
•check or money order for $2.50 and
a king, stamped (39 cents). retf-addreamed envelope to: Dear Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
Ill. 01064.)

Wisconsin pianist Chuti Tiu
named America's Junior Miss
says she will spend the $30,000
scholarship that goes with the national title to prepare for a
political career.
"I hope to move up and up,"
Miss flu said after receiving the
10.
The RELIEVERS
1987 America's Junior Miss title
Saturday night in Mobile.
Miss flu, of West Allis, Wis.,
was swarmed by the other 51 conBEVERLY00,0 '
testants at the conclusion of the
7 IS
HILLS
• is
program. "I'm so incredibly surMonday
-Thursday
EDDIE MUMMY E °'
prised," she said. "We're all just
equal. lam going to do the best job
lean."
MILLION $
3 vs
First runner-up was 17-year-old
0s51v
MYSTERY
Kimberly Johnson of Goshen,
French Fries. Cole Slaw
Ind., and second runner-up was
or Salad and Hushpuppies
dancer Paige Porter, 17, of
ERNEST GOES
•I
(Orders to Go Available)
Silin
Bethany, Okla.
TO CAMP
Ossi.v
Miss Johnson, a singer, received
Ai* •*AM'iv
eN en
a $10,000 college scholarship and
MIW ARRIV ALS
Miss Porter took home a $7,000
• nit ISOMMIG Una • taosouro caw •
scholarship.
Owen OVAD OM ALM • OM ON 001.1F • sAlli
*.** 011)45 WEN • AMMO JACX VIASsi •
Two other finalists, dancer
Mae
II as- IS pun Me I pm.111/
Karen Klotter, 17, of Lexington,
OWES TO GO
Ky., and pianist Christine
Clarkson, 17, of Greeley, Colo.,
Cheri Theatre Lobby
each received $5,000 scholarships.
10 (•Wa Open at 4 p.m.)
•00
Miss flu accepted the title from
10Hsty. 641 N.
753-4141al
1986 Junior Miss Lori Jo Smith of
Vienna, Va. The judges this year
were all former Junior Miss
winners.
Our Summer Sale Continues...
Miss flu said she would use her
summer Merchandise
scholarship at Northwestern
University.
!induced
Her father, Dr. Alfonso flu, a
Soloctod Groups of Summor Wear
native of China, and mother, Lou
Myths flu, who is Filipina, em0 and $20 alues to VDU.
braced their daughter on stage.
Summar Merchandise .4
flu said he "kind of" expected his
(One Group)
2 off
'/2 of 1/
daughter to win. "You never can
tell because the competition is so
stiff," said nu.
"4 Southern Village Snooping Center
Former NFL quarterback Joe
(901) 479-255C
Namath was the master of
ceremonies for the program at the
Mobile Municipal Auditorium. He
gave his own "good sport" award
and a giant stuffed elephant to
District of 031umbia Junior Miss
Kerni Thompson.
MOBILE, Ala.(AP — The new
America's Junior Miss, 17-yearold Wisconsin pianist Chuti flu,
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HARDIN REUNION — While all 40 of Hardin's graduating classes are
invited and expected to be represented at the annual Hardin reunion, the
spotlight will be upon the six members of the 1937 Golden Anniversary
group, the Hardin High School Class of 1937, who are, from left, Glada
Nelson Pucker, Hardin; Louise Shia Washam, Benton; W.A. Brown,
Paducah; Dwight Pace, Hardin; Georgia Furgerson (sister of Murray's
Coach Bill Furgersoe), California; Laura Faircloth, unknown. Visitation will begin at 3 p.m. Saturday, July 4, at the Benton Senior Citizens
Center on Golf Course Road. Dinner and the program including the
drawing for door prizes such as a Col. Lee ham will begin at 8 p.m.
Reservations with a check for $7.50 per plate should be sent to Alumni
Secretary Dorothy Holland Warren, Box 118, Hardin, Ky.42048 by Saturday, June 27.

Oaks' ladies plan for events
Bridge and golf will be activities
for ladies' day at Oaks Country
Club on Wednesday, June 24.
Crystal Parks, phone 753-4645,
will be hostess for bridge play
starting at 9:30 a.m.
Golf with Denay Hargrove,
phone 753-6454, and Mary Garner,
phone 753-3083, as hostesses, will
be played starting at 9 a.m.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 2 — Vickie Singleton, Erma
Tuck, Bronda S. Parker and
Melva Hatcher;
Tee 3 — Burlene Brewer, Marie
Weaver, Mary Garner and Mary
Wells;
Tee 4 — Shelba Barnett, Denay
Hargrove, Doris Rose and Linda
Oliver;

Don't Miss Our
Tuesday & Wednesday Specials
Fried

Chicken 13 pieces I, French Fries
Cole Slaw & Roll

including Selected Group Soft Spots
Spring & Summer Purses
4.r.ferv.54,(1.e•

bho16:5,

21

Ps
ir

Every Tues Night, 4-10 p m

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Pond Raised Boneless Catfish
French Fries, Cole Slaw, Hush Puppies & Roil

1 Baskets1O,I5Racks
0f
se

e

hack

Only $ U

Olympic Plaza
Open Evenings
Sundays 14 p.m.

the Board of Directors for the
Plattevthe Community Players,
and the Southwest Vo-Tech Alumni Association.
The wedding will be Saturday,
Oct. 10, at 2 p.m. at St. Rose
Catholic Church, Cuba City, Wis.
A reception will follow at 6 p.m
at Timbers Restaurant, Plateville,
Wis.
Friends and family of the couple
are invited.

Tee 5 — Grace James, Hazel
Beale, Irene Woods and Marlene
Beach;
Tee I — Laura Parker, Bobbie
Burks, Doll Redick, Sue Wells and
Cheryl Darnell;
Tee 7 — Sue Stone, Martha Butterworth, Mabel rogers, Sallyanne
Sawyer and Crystal Parks;
Tee 8 — Wanda Brown, Anita
Gallimore, Marge Hitz and Vickie
Oliver.
Winners from ladies' scramble
golf play on June 17 have been announced by Isabel Parks and
Belinda Elliott, hostesses, as
follows:
First place — Sue Stone, Jennifer Crouse, Belinda Elliott,
Mary Garner and Betty Paschall;
Second place — Laura Parker,
Marge Hitz, Irene Woods, Linda
Oliver and Lee Christenberry;
Third place — Eturlene Brewer,
Bobbie Burks, Doll Reddick, Dottie Kraemer, Bronda Parker and
Mary Wells.

Hello
Stranger!
Sean:hie, tor mowers to all
Mom volio/wIsatiwItero osiostiosis
about year new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Roprosoritative, It's my ise to bolo
you got astir Ma Morass at Wag
a ROWCIIIIROf
ay bringing you mono mato'
gifts. Commoolty iota. Advice in
reliable amnia's' is your new
imigNiortmod. And more. Call..

`lificinAulq91
Madam Katlic's, Osilloold 761-3571
Asst. Nostoss lodsbard EMI 024345
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BIRMINGHAM, England (AP )
— Princess Diana sometimes
irons clothes and says that women
are better at "fiddly" work than
men, according to people who
talked to the princess on recent
tours.
"The Princess said that when
there is a boring program on
television she finds it relaxing doing the ironing," said Lynda Mote,
who works at a home for poor and
handicapped children visited
Wednesday by the princess.
"I got the impression that she
doesn't do a lot of ironing, but she
said she thought it was a nice thing
to do while watching the television," said another worker,
Elizabeth Adams.
Diana, 25, wife of Prince
Charles, latter chatted with
women workers at an office equipment factory.
"She asked us, 'Don't you think
women are more efficient at fiddly
work than men?" said assembly
worker Margaret Mould. "We all
agreed."

Miss America
returns home
JACKSON, Tenn. (AP) — Miss
America Kellye Cash returned to
this city where she was crowned
Miss Tennessee and said winning
the state honor excited her more
than her national victory.
As she watched a rehearsal of
this year's contestants for the
Miss Tennessee Scholarship
Pageant, she said Wednesday that
"At Miss America, when I won, I
was very calm. I had built up to it.
I expected to win Miss America,
probably more than Miss
Tennessee."
"Miss Tennessee for the moment was much more exciting
than Miss America," said Miss
Cash, a great-niece of singer
Johnny Cash.
-

Strongman Mr. T
in tree dispute
LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP) —
Strongman Mr. T has a tree
surgeon on his side in a dispute
with his neighbors, who are miffed
at him for cutting down more than
100 trees on his estate.
Some of Mr. T's neighbors complain that the flamboyant star of
the "A-Team" TV series has no
appreciation for the trees or for
Lake Forest, which is named for
its abundant foliage. The controversy surfaced in mid-May,
when neighbors noticed Mr. T.
who was born Lawrence Tureaud,
and others using chainsaws on
trees.
"They were full of carpenter
ants and half-rotted," Roger
O'llary of Roger's Tree Service,
which was hired by the actor, said
this week.

Dial-A-Devotion
From
Memorial Baptist Church

753-4411
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Couple to be married for 50 years Murray Country Club ladies plan golf play
Mr. and Mrs. Markham Drowns
of Murray will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary on Thursday, June 25.
They were married on that date
In 1937 at Union City, Tenn. Their
attendants were Grace and Wilton
Wylie, Willie V. Craft and Ted
Daniels.
Mrs. Drowns, the former
Mayme Glover, is the daughter of
the late J.S. Glover and Mollie
McBee Glover of Mayfield.
Mr. Drowns is the son of the late
Steve Drowns and Nora Hunter
Drowns.
He is retired from Chrysler of
Michigan. She is retired from
Sears Roebuck.
Mr. and Mrs. Drowns lived in
Florida for 10 years before moving
to Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Markham Drowns

DATEBOOK
Persons complete training
Charlotte Fisher, Catherine Hughes, Al Johnson, Calista Thompson,
Evelyn Williamson, Eleanor McCarthy and Maxine Starks have completed Elder Care and 90 hours Home Health Aide for the elderly training, according to Jacqueline J. Conley, executive director of MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens, Inc. Those who successfully complete
this course are fully qualified to care for the sick in their homes. For additional information, contact the senior citizens' office at 753-0929.

Memphis tour scheduled
Helen Miller, president of Pennyrile Tours, has arranged a tour for
senior citizens or others interested from Friday, July 31 to Sunday, Aug.
2. The tour includes bus transportation from Murray to Memphis,Tenn.,
two nights at Peabody Hotel, Harnesses exhibit on Saturday afternoon,
dinner theatre on Saturday night, and visit to Graceland, Elvis
Presley's home, on Sunday, the 10th anniversary of his death. For more
information write Ruth Blackwood, Tour Representative, Pennyrile
Tours, 203 South Eighth St., Murray, Ky. 42071, or call here at 753-2827.

Joe Donato appointed by VFW
Joe Donato has been appointed as service officer for Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wards for Murray and Calloway. A native of
Boston, Mass., he has been residing here for three years and is with
Kenlake Foods. He is active in Scouting work at North Calloway
Elementary School and served for 21 years in the United States Navy.
"The sense of caring is reflected by the fact that each year more than
9,800 VFW posts throughout the United States coordinate and participate in community programs that promote patriotism, enhance
moral and physical well-being, and insure the safety of citizens. VFW
Post 6291 of Murray's service officer is available to assist any member
with veterans affairs. If a member of the post is sick or hospitalind call
the service officer," Donato said.

Fun Day planned at Oaks Club
Fun Day for youth, fifth through eighth grades, will be at Oaks Country Club on Tuesday, June 23, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Shirley Martin and
Robbie Key will be in charge of the activities for the special event.

Ann Dell Cook gets degree
Ann Dell Cook of Newnan, Ga., received her bachelor of arts degree in
social work from LaGrange College, LaGrange, Ga., at the 156th
graduation exercises on June 6. Mrs. Cook is the wife of the Rev. Roy
Edward Cook and a graduate of Madisonville (Ky. High Scool. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Eolia Frances Stinnett and the James Houston
Stinnett of Murray.

Leslie Adams named to list
Leslie Adams, a sophomore at Oglethorpe University, Atlanta, Ga.,
was named to the Dean's List for the second semester. She is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. John H. Adams of Murray and attended Murray High School.

Mary Heather Doyle is named
Mary Heather Doyle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Doyle, 103 South
14th St., Murray, has been named to the Dean's List at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio. A 3.50 average or better was achieved by Doyle for this
honor. She is a graduate of Murray High School.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Marva Hillard of Murray from Western Baptist, and Andy
Carter of Murray from Lourdes.

Edwards completes training
Navy Fireman Jeffry G. Edwards, son of Gayle L. and Patsy J. Edwards of Box 111, Pace Lane, Hardin, has completed recruit training at
Recruit Training Command, Orlando, Fla. During his eight-week training cycle, he studied general military subjects designed to prepare him
for further academic and on-the-job training in one of the Navy's 85
basic fields. Edwards' studies included seamanship, close order drW,
Naval history and first aid. Personnel who complete this course of instruction are eligible for three hours of college credit in physical education and hygiene. A 1980 graduate of Marshall County High School, Benton, he joined the Navy in Novembe 1988.

Top records
for the week
announced
By The Associated Press
The following are the top record
hits as they appear in June 22nd
issue of Billboard magazine.
Copyright 1987, Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted with
permission.
HOT SO G LES
•
1."1 Wanna Dance With Somebody"
Whitney Houston (Arista
2."Head to Toe" Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam
Columbia,
3."In Too Deep" Genesis (Atlantic )
4."Alone" Heart (Capitol(
5."Always" Atlantic Starr I Warner Bros •
6."Songbird" Kenny G. Arista,
7."Shakedown" Bob Seger (MCA I
8."Dlamonds" Herb Alpert ( A& M )
9."Just to See Her" Smokey Robinson
(Motown)
10."Wanted Dead or Alive'. Bon Jovi
4Mercury

TOP LP'S
1."Whitney'' Whitney Houston Arista)
2."Girls, Girls, Girls" Motley Crue
(Elektra)
3."The Joshua Tree" 122 ( Island (Platinum (More than I million units sold.)
4.''Whitesnake'' Whitesnake (Geffen 1 -Gold More than 500,000 units sold.(
5.-Slippery When Wet- Bon Joyi
(Mercury I --Platinum
6."Bad Animals" Heart (Capitol(
7."Spanish Fly" Lisa Lisa Cult Jam
(Columbia )
8."Tribute" Ozzy Osbourne & Randy
Rhoads CBS)
9."Look What the Cat Dragged In" Poison
(Enigma I -Platinum
10."Duotones" Kenny G ,Arista
Platinum
COUNTRY SINGLES
1."Forever and Ever, Amen" Randy
Travis Warner Bros.)
2.'That Was A Clone One" Earl Thomas
Conley (RCA )
3."All My Ex's Live in Texas" George
Strait (MCA,
4."Chairui of Gold" Sweethearts of the
Rodeo (Columbia
5."You're My First Lady" T.G. Sheppard
(Columbia)
6."Love You Ain't Seen the Last of Me"
John Schneider (MCA)
7."You're Never Too Old For Young Love"
Eddy Raven (RCA)
8."I Know Where I'm Going" The Judds
(RCA-Curb)
9."Another World'. Crystal Gayle & Gary
Morris (Warner Bros.)
10."The Weekend" Steve Wariner MCA)
ADULT CONTEMPORARY SINGLES
1."In Too Deep" Genesis (Atlantic )
2."Meet Me Half Way" Kenny Loggins
(Columbia)
3."Songbird" Kenny G. ( Arista)
4."I Wanna Dance With Somebody'
Whitney Houston (Arista )
5."Can't We Try" Dan Hill (Columbia
11.- Always" Atlantic Starr (Warner Bros. )
7."Give Me All Night" Carly Simon
(Arista,
8."Every Little Kiss" Bruce Hornsby &
The Range (RCA)
9."Nothing's Gonna Change My Love For
You" Glenn Medeiros (Amherst)
10 "Moonlighting" Al Jarreau MCA )
BLACK SINGLES
I."Diamonds" Herb Alpert A& M
2."Why You Treat Me So Bad" Club
Nouveau ( Warner Bros
3."Still a Thrill" Jody Watley MCA )
4."I Feel Good All Over" Stephanie Mills
MCA)
5."I Wanna Dance with Somebody"
Whitney Houston (Arista)
6."Rock Steady" The Whispers Solar(
7."Smooth Bailin' Tonight" The lsley Bros.
Warner Bros.)
8."Lies" Jonathan Butler I Jive
9."Why Should I Cry'" Nona Hendryx
(EICI-America)
10."Show Me the Way" Regina Belle
(Columbia)

Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday, June
24, at 9 a.m.
Those who wish to play but are
not signed up are encouraged to
call the hostess, Keaha Sullivan,
phone 753-4004.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Jerlene Sullivan, Betty
Jo Purdom, Frances Hulse and
Mary Bogard;
Tee lA - Kesha Sullivan, Jennifer Crouse, Ethelene McCalion
and Tonya Fike.
Tee 2 - Judy Latimer, Venela
Sexton, Evelyn Jones and Betty
Lowry;
Tee 3- Betty Stewart, Madelyn
Lamb, Anna Mary Adams and
Toni Hopson;
Tee 4 - Della Miller, Virginia
Schwettman, Cathryn Garrott and
Margaret Shuffett;
Tee 5- Diane Villanova, Peggy
Shoemaker, Lola Bingham and
Nancy Schempp;
Tee 5A - Nancy Orr, Janet
Fitch and Dana Stonecipher;
Tee 6 - Sherry Gibbs, Billie
Cohoon, Wilda Purdom and Norma Frank;
Tee 7 - Edith Garrison, Louise
Lamb, Sue Brown and Betty
Hinton;
Tee 8 - Frances Richey,
Rowena Cullom, Sue Costello and
Jane Fitch;
Tee 9- Martha Enix and Aileen
Costrale;
Winners of ladies' golf play on
June 17 have been announced by
Toni Hopson, hostess, as follows:
Championship flight - Mary
Bogard, first, Inus Orr, second;
First flight - Ethelene McCallon, first, Nancy Schempp,
second;

Sealed night - Cathryn Garrott, first, Anna Mary Adams,
second;
Third flight - Virginia Schwettman, first, Sue Brown, second;

Fourth flight - Frances Richey.
first, Betty Hinton, second;
New goiters - Nancy Orr;
Low putts - Della Miller and
Norma Frank.

Lo°1/ ;0'011
Vacation Bible School

611

First Baptist Church
203 South 4th Street
June 22-26
9:00-12:00 a.m. - Age 3 through Grade 8
6:30-9:00 p.m. - Grades 9-12
For Transportation Call 753-1854
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July 4th Special
One pound of Bar-8-0, 6 buns
and your choice of either baked
baans or slaw.
Order Bar-B-0 by the pound, shoulder or
boston butt early because we'll be closed July
4th.

$65°
for

Place Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good Food

T.J.'S BAR-B-0
& BURGERS

Chicken-melon
salad featured

'S.

Chestnut St., Murray, 753-0045

's A %CV BY Al.
Better Homes and Gardens
Food Editor

Summer puts salads on center
stage in a starring role. Main-dish
salads add variety to hot-weather
menus and can be as nutritious
and satisfying as your favorite hot
entree.
For the scalloped edge that
makes this salad a show-stopper,
scoop out the melon balls. Then
lay the shells on their sides. Using
the melon-ball cutter, press down
onto the edges of the shells, cutting
a series of scallops.
CHICKEN-MELON SALAD
14 cup pineapple yogurt, 2
tablespoons mayonnaise or salad
dressing, 1-4 teaspoon ground
ginger, 2 cups cubed cooked
chicken or turkey, 1,2 cup sliced
celery, 2 small cantaloupes, Leaf
lettuce, 1 cup strawberries, halved, 1 tablespoon sunflower nuts.
In a mixing bowl combine
yogurt, mayonnaise and ginger.
Stir until well blended. Add
chicken or turkey and celery. Toss
lightly to coat, If desired, cover
and chill for up to 8 hours.
Meanwhile, cut cantaloupes in
half lengthwise. Remove seeds.
Using a melon-ball cutter, scoop
the pulp out of the cantaloupes. Set
aside and chill 2 cups of the cantaloupe balls until serving time.
(Cover and refrigerate remaining
balls for another use.)
To serve, line 4 salad plates with
lettuce leaves. Place cantaloupe
shells on plate. Divide reserved
cantaloupe balls among shells.
Mound salad mixture in centers.
Garnish with strawberry halves.
Sprinkle with sunflower nuts.
Makes 4 servings.
Nutrition analysis per serving:
272 cal.. 23 g prol, 18 g carbo., 12 g
fat, 67 mg chol., 141 mg sodium.
U.S. RDA: 68 percent vit. A, 109
percent vit. C, 13 percent
riboflavin, 36 percent niacin, 22
percent phosphorus.
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lip Into Summer
at Stride Rite!
Win a Trip to Walt Disney World

via Delta Air

Lines!

Come intc Sttice le dr a t. .r ••
to win a new Hurty' tpcyc.e
exc,tung tam.ly vacation at toe
ot Blasters yoJ nt,r you cje• '
Orin: held July 4th
iyou There With

704044441II

Car

The Pest Fit Aith The Most Fun

Delta Gets

•

Southsirle Manor

%Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wai-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Marl Sells for Lass • WatMart Sells for Lass • Illhi-Mert Salts for Less

2

FOR
Illow DA Y
GRANDPARENTS

3.00 OFF
13 Color Portraits

6

1-8x10, 2-5x7's, 10-Wallets
in

ONLY

Famous 2 For1
. Shoe Sale

4

Plus o 95t Sitting Fee

(Reg. $9.95)

Advertised specials include traditional poses only Limit one
special package per subteCt BIOCk and white backgrounds
ond special effects portraits NOT available in advertised
package NOT valid with any other offer ALL AGES WELCOME
FAMILIES AND GROUPS Si 50 EXTRA PER PERSON POSES OUR
SELECTION.

FAMILY
SHOE STORE
Downtown Mayfield

WAL-MART

Buy one Pair at regular price,
Get 2nd pair FREE!
Sale Starts Tues., June 23rd
at 8 a.m.
*All Sales Final*

$6.95

•

••=i41,-.

1

Shooting Days/Dates:

Thursday through Monday
June 25-June 29

Photographer Hours:

Daily 10 cm. 7 p.m.
8wittay 12:30-5 p.m.
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Coming community events are announced

Card well-Gossum wedding planned
•

Mrs. Mary Ann Cardwell of
Fulton and Frank Cardwell of
Crowley, Texas, announce the
engagement and forthcoming
marriage of their daughter, Donna
Louise: to Patrick C. Gossum, scei
of Mr. and Mrs. Felix Gomm Jr.
of Fulton.
Miss Cardwell is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Don Hill and of Mrs. Ernest Cardwell and the late Mr. Cardwell.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Milton High School and Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
Green, where she received a B.S.
degree in elementary education.
She is a member of Kappa Delta
social sorority and of BREA.
Miss Cardwell now resides in
Louisville where she is a
kindergarten teacher at Blue Lick
Elementary School In the Jefferson County School System.
Mr. Gossum tithe grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Felix
Gossum Sr., and of Mrs. M.E.
Simons and the late Mr. Simms.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Fulton High School. He attended
the University of Kentucky, Lexington, and received a B.S. in accounting from Murray State
University.
Mr. Goss= is a member of
Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity, of Alpha Chi scholastic fraternity and of Beta Alpha Psi.
He resides in Murray and is an
investment broker with the firm of
J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons Inc.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday, July 25, at First
United Methodist Church, Fulton.
A reception will follow the
ceremony at Fulton Country Club.

•=. rMo

————
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 6:30 p.m.
————
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will not meet tonight but
will meet on June U.
————
Bethel United Methodist Church
will have Vacation Bible School at
6 p.m.
————
Hazel Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Mom's Country Kitchen at Hazel.
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For Information call
762-6862 or 7624851.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Tuesday,Jose 23
Fun Day for fifth through eighth
grades at Oaks Country Club will
be from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. with
Shirley Martin and Robbie Key in
charge.

Donna Louise Cardwell will
marry Patrick C. Gossum
at Fulton Methodist Church

America, where Jones works as a
sales service coordinator.
"I missed it on the way home,"
says Jones.
Though her husband and
daughter helped her search for it,
the diamond wasn't to be found.

Last month, Tom Maynard, a
Memphis salesman for the
packaging company, and Pam
Woods (daughter-in-law of Otis
and Nell Woods of Murray ) who
works with Jones, saw a shiny object in the firm's paved parking
lot.
Another Packaging salesman,
who is a jewelry broker, took the
stone to Nashville for analysis.
"My stone had a slight yellowish
cast and a flaw on one side," says
Jones.

Big Men's
Tall, Regular, Shorts
Men's Suits
Regular $150.00
Now $7995 2 for $al 50oo

Slacks

Value To $35.00
Now s1 750 2 For $3000

One Rack Slacks
$500
Dress & Knit Shirts
Reg. To $27.00
NOw $I
00 2 For $ill 9so

1

All

Me

Betty Sledd Group of First Bap
tist ("lurch Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Joretta Randolph.

Diamond found after being lost three years
JACKSON,Tenn. — Three years
ago, Sherry Jones thought she
never would see the diamond from
her engagement ring again.
It fell out of its four-pronged setting somewhere on the premises of
Packaging Coproration of

Ile•day,Mee IS
Children and youth activities
will be at 6 p.m. in gym of Elm
Grove Baptist Church.

Jeans (Includes Big Men's)
$1 375

Murray Lions Club will meet at
6 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.

Tuesday,June U
New Concord Lake Area Ladies'
Bible Study will inset at 1 p.m. at
home of Louise Midler.For information call 436-2231, 4364618 or
436-2516.
OM .1M.

•••

First Baptist Church will have
Vacation Bible School at 9 a.m.for
age 3 through Grade 8 and at 6:30
p.m. for Grades 9-12.
MN, MP IMP •IM

Bethel United Methodist Church
will have Vacation Bible School at
6 p.m.
————
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
will have Vacation Bible School at
8:30 a.m.
————
Memorial Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School at 9
a.m.
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 6:30 p.m.
————
West Fork Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School at 1
————
Vacation Bible School will be at
8:45 a.m. for Hazel and Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Churches at Hazel church.
————
Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church Women will meet
at 2 p.m.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Center.

(Cairn on page 13)

Follow The Leader
let us install continuous
seamless Reynolds Aluminum
gutters formed to nt your home
on our special equipment.

40% Off

1;47;
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753-3557

Events at Calloway Public
Library will include: Used Book
Sale; Parents and Twos at 9:30
a.m.; Story Hours at 10:30 a.m.,
3:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Summer Youth Series will be at
7:30 p.m. at Lebanon Church of
Christ near Sedalia.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will be Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850 and LBL Wildlife
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.

Wednesday,June 24
Free surplus food commodities
will be distributed from 9 a.m. to
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Mizell Jeffrey will celebrate their golden wed3:30 p.m. at County Highway
ding anniversary on Sunday, June 28.
Barn, East Sycamore Street.
A reception in their honor will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at Reidland Baptist
————
Church, Reidland.
Ladies'
day
events at Oaks
All friends and relatives are invited.
Country Club will be golf at 9 a.m.
The couple was married on June 27, 1937. Their attendants were Buck
and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
and Dorotha Nell Phillips.
————
Mrs. Jeffrey, the former Valda Marie Phillips, is the daughter of the
Ladies of Murray Country Club
late Clifford and Cozy Phillips, formerly of Murray.
will play golf at 9 a.m.
Mr. Jeffrey is the son of their late Mable and Eunice Jeffrey,formerly
————
of Dexter.
Hazel and Mason's Chapel
They have one son, Phillips M. Jeffrey, and one daughter, Mrs. RebecUnited Methodist Churches will
ca Jeffrey Borton. Their two granddaughters are Ftonnica Jeffrey and
have Vacation Bible School at 8:45
Debra Jeffrey Byers.
a.m. at Hazel.
————
Vacation Bible School will be at
1 p.m. at West Fork Baptist
Church.
————
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 6:30 p.m.
————
Memorial Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School at 9
a.m.
————
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
will have Vacation Bible School at
8:30 a.m.
————
Bethel United Methodist Church
will have Vacation Bible School at
p.m.
————
First Baptist Church will have
Vacation Bible School for age 3
through Grade 8 at 9 a.m. and for
Grades 9 to 12 at 6:30 p.m.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at State Parking Lot at Hardin
from 1 to 3 p.m.
————
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.

Fall Sweaters

Ky. Hwy.121 By-Pass
Murray, Kentucky

National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. toy p.m.
————
Health Express of MurrayCallan.)
,County=01Fe
rillnnbe
at Citzt Hall at
from 9 to U a.m. and at Uncle
Willie's at Midway from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
————
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Living with Diabetes will meet
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Jeffreys will be honored

Ties Regular $10.00
Now *5 3 For $ 250

Clark
Clothing

Tuesday,time 23
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
With. Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.

We Offer...
'Personal attention to each
student
S4 changes of clothes
'IA to U poses
Moth studio sad
envirernestal settings
*NEM guarantee so finished
products
*Packages is meet say
budget

Professionally
and uniquely
created just for
you by Harry
Allison.
807 S. 4th Street
Murray. Ky. 42071
(502) 752-1U100

itesidential/Cogrunerical
•Vinyi and Aluminum Siding
*Replacement Windows
*Shutters *Columns
*Storm Windows and Doors
*Canopies and Awnings
*FREE ESTIMATES

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
ROI assistant St., Murray
eariaess: Met 713
Ham.: (MK 713 Mu
•

•
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Bakkers hire lawyer to regain PTL; Falwell calls efforts "unChristian"
TEGA CAY, S.C. (API — Jim
and Tammy Bakker have hired
lawyer Melvin Belli to help them
regain PTL, but the Rev. Jerry
Falwell called their efforts "unChristian shenanigans' and said
God would decide the battle.
"The odds are very, very much
in favor" of the Bakkers returning
to the TV ministry, Beth said Sunday after meeting with the couple
for four hours in the PTL-owned
home they are occupying on Lake
Wylie.

Bakker said Sunday for the first
time that he wants to regain control of the ministry he handed over
to Falwell in March amid a sex
scandal.
Falwell said in a telephone interview Sunday from his home in
Lynchburg, Va., that the fate of
PTL, which owes $72 million, is in
the hands of the bankruptcy court.
''Most of us who who love
Reverend Bakker and who love
the PTL ministry are saddened
that he would put himself ahead of

Your Individual
Horoscope

the survival of the ministry," he
said. "However, I believe that God
will overrule all this monkey
business and will recover this
ministry."
Falwell added that Bakker had a
full week to reconsider turning the
ministry over to its present board.
"It was not until some of his
dissident friends encouraged him
to resume leadership at PTL that
all of these un-Christian
shenanigans began," Falwell said.
Belli said Sunday that Bakker
wasn't properly advised when he
gave up the ministry he founded to
Falwell. "Had we been in at the

beginning of this, Jimmy never
would have resigned," he said.
Calling Bakker his "finest
client" in 53 years of practicing
law, Belli said The defrocked
Pentecostal minister's side has
not been told. "We're going to tell
it without venom" over the next
two to three days, he said.
Beth, an Episcopalian, said he
wants to meet with PTL officials
and the old board of directors. He
also said he would like to set up a
meeting between the Bakkers and
Falwell.
Belli, 79, has represented Jack

Ruby, who killed John F. Kennedy's assassin, Lee Harvey
Oswald; victims of the Bhopal, India, chemical leak in 1984; and
families of those killed when the
Soviets shot down a Korean Air
Lines jet in 1983.
Bakker said Sunday he wanted
to make peace but had to seek
legal counsel when the ministry's
new leaders filed for
reorganization.
"Our desires and goal is that the
ministry continue, that all
creditors be paid 100 percent and
that all the partners have fulfilled
the vision that we gave them to

have a place for retreat," Bakker
said.
When asked if he expected to
resume control of the ministry
despite recent allegations concerning his sex life and spending
practices, Bakker said, "They accused Jesus Christ of the same
thing. They said he was a winebibber, that he went out with
publicans and sinners and prostitutes. Just because people accuse you doesn't change the call of
God on your life."
Mrs. Bakker added, "And that
doesn't make you guilty, either."

IRS has power to evoke tax exemption status of church

Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR TUESDAY,JUNE 23, 1987
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Mix-ups in communications'could
There are just too many loose ends
easily occur. Over-optimism and dangling to be satisfied with a
impulsiveness work against sound business proposition as is. What
judgment. Postpone important deci- needs to be worked out probably
sions for now.
won't occur now.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
ler (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
It's probably not the best time to
It's difficult to get two heads to
get true value for money spent. Be work as one now. Differences could
careful of minor errors when shop- occur about both investment and
ping. Small disputes could also arise pleasure concerns. Nothing major,
today.
however, is at stake.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
There's just enough of those little
Either you feel others are meddling
things going wrong today to feel that or there are just too many interrupyou're not in the driver's seat. Don't tions and distractions to be totally
let minor limitations disturb your ego. pleased about today's work efforts.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Mood shifts are likely with the
Mixing business and pleasure
result that you spend a good part of won't bring you the results you seek
the day coping with them. Don't make now. You need to keep your feet on
mountains out of molehills. Keep a the ground in the romance departtight rein on sensitivities.
ment. Watch self-indulgence.
LEO
PISCES
*Ay
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
mow
(Feb_ 19 to Mar.20)
Your pride's not hurt, but the
It's not the best hitt to have
lukewarm attitude of acquaintances company over. Though t&re are no
gives you a take it or leave it view of major domestic problems, family
socializing now. Avoid those who members seem to be involved with
waste your time.
their separate interests.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
IF BORN TODAY, you are advenIt's hard to get things cooking in turous and idealistic. Your natural
your career today. Business and curiosity makes you ever ready to
friendship don't mix as well as they explore new fields, and in intellectual
should. Some are evasive and not endeavors your work is likely to be
ready for commitment.
ahead of its time. You're capable of
LIBRA
much self-sacrifice when it comes to
(Sept.23 to Oct. 22)
ambitions, though at times you get
You may not be pleased with the muddled between the practical and
advice you receive now. Nothing goes the ideal. You work well in partnerwrong, but you don't exactly drum up ships and also have a charitable
support for your enthusiasms.
nature.

mat
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WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
eyes of the Internal Revenue Service, a church can be a coven of
witches, a group of sun worshippers, a band of secular humanists
or a more traditional collection of
Baptists, Catholics or Jews.
There is nothing in federal tax
law that defines a church and
nothing that gives the IRS authority to question the beliefs of those
claiming to be a church. In fact, a
church does not even have to apply
for a tax exemption — if a church
decides it wants to be exempt, it
Is'
But if you are thinking of
creating your own church as a tax
dodge, keep in mind:
—The IRS will revoke the exemption of a church if it determines contributions are used for
the personal enrichment of any
individual.
—There are limits on churches'
authority to operate bur-exempt
businesses. The business must be
related directly to the church's
reason for being; it is not enough
that earnings from the business
are used to finance church projects. As a general rule, a church
may not operate a restaurant, for
example, without paying taxes on
the profits.
—Congress, the IRS and the
courts have put the squeeze on
"mail-order ministries," which
ordain individuals as ministers
and counsel them to avoid taxation
by turning over all their assets and
income to their own personal
"churches." In turn, those churches pay all the living expenses of
the ministers and the ministers
pay no taxes.
The tax-exempt status of churches has been spotlighted by the

troubles of the PTL ministry. The
IRS is challenging as
unreasonable the mWion-dollar
payments made by the ministry to
its founder, Jim Bakker. And the
agency is questioning the fact that
PTL paid no taxes on income from
its Heritage USA theme park at
Fort Mill, S.C., and rental of
PTL's satellite-cable facilities to
outside commercial operators.
PTL is negotiating with IRS to
retain its tax exemption, since losing it probably would doom the
ministry. Even if it revoked the
exemption, the IRS is not likely to
try to collect back taxes from
previous contributors who took tax
deductions for their donations.
Churches historically have been
free from federal income taxes
because of their charitable nature
and because the Constitution's
First Amendment prohibits
government interference in the
free exercise of religion. Until
1969, the IRS could not even audit
churches, and churches were free
to operate every kind of business
without paying taxes on the
earnings.
There is growing concern that
more tax-exempt organizations —

churches and others — should be
paying taxes on some of their
business operations.
Federal law affecting churches
Is rational "but has not always
been as carefully and
systematically enforced as it
ought to be," says the Rev. Dean
Kelley of Long Island, N.Y., director of religious and civil liberties
for the National Council of
Churches.

"The primary area of abuse has
been operation of profit making
enterprises in competition with
taxpaying businesseS," Kelley
said. "If that law were appropriately enforced, PTL would
presumably be paying federal corporate tax on income unrelated to
Its exempt function" — including
its theme park.

QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

Mon., Tues., & Wed. Special

FREE Summer Storage

Shirts

One
HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center
Phone 751-9525
F
y and Saturday
Nights Beginning at 9:30 P.M.
Upstairs In Zach's Oar

Laundered to perfection. On
hangers or folded. Bring in
before noon for same day
service.

85!..5 For $379
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Services Offered:
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Quantities.
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Breast cancer surgeries
create improved options

Murray—Calloway County Hospital

Dr.
and

ae,

Especially To Us

For a free brochure and plastic shower card
with information on how to conduct
z
a monthly self-breast examination
stop by the Murray Surgery Center
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
near the Emergency Room.

Charles Tucker, a general
vascular surgeon is the
newest member of the Murray
Calloway County
Hospital
Medical Staff. In this article, he
shares his knowledge of surgery
for breast cancer.
"As a surgeon, one of my most
gratifying moments comes with
the knowledge that I can honest
ly tell many women with breast
cancer that they have options.
said Dr. Charles Tucker.
"Believe it or not, most women
are unaware of the many options
that are now available if the
cancer is discovered at a
relatively early stage."
"Since the early 1890's, radical
mastectomies(removal otthe en
tire breast and adjoininelymph
nodes) have been the treatment
of choice for women with cancer
of the breast and understandably,
most women shrink at thethought
of this disfiguring surgery," Dr.
Tucker added. "But, good news is
here for women who take
themselves and their health
seriously."

Think about it. Have you
neglected to get proper health
checks just because you thought
it could never happen to you?
Well, every woman is at risk of
developing breast cancer.
About 150,000 new cases of
breast cancer are diagonosed
each year in the United States.
While the disease occurs most
frequently in women over the age
of 50, it's important to remember
that is can also affect younger
women.

July Health (..aiencia,
Health Express
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Health Express will be
offering free screenings during
the month of July on the dates
listed below. Look for the location
that will be the most convenient
for you to visit the Health
Express.
Colo-rectal cancer screening kits
are available at all stops for a $A
charge.

Wednesday. July 13
•Farmington
First National Bank
9-11 a.m.
*Coldwater
Church of Christ
12:30-230 p m
Thursday. July 16
'Water Valley
Ceramics
9-11 a.m.
'Pilot Oak
Pilot Oak Grocery
12 30-2 - 30 p.m.

Wednesday. July 1
•Hickman County
Senior Citizen Center
10 am •1 p.m.

Tuesday, July 21
'Land Between the Lakes
Piney Campground
13 p m

Thursday, July
'Fancy Farm
Fancy Farm Bank
9-11 a.m
•Lowes
Reisner's Grocery
12 30 2.30 p.m

Wednesday. July 22
'Dresden
Court Square
9 11 a m
•Palmersvi'le
Branch of Weakley Co Bank
12 30 2 30 p m

Tuesday, July 7
•Bumpus Mills
Farmer & Merchants Bank
9-11 a.m.
•Hamlin
Post Off ice
12 30-230 p.m

Tuesday, July 28
•Symsonia
Liberty Savings Bank
9 11 a m
•Fairdealing
Old School Yard
12 30 2 30 p m

Wednesday. July X
•Stella
Stella Grocery
9-11 a.m.
•Almo
Almo Restaurant
12:30-2:30 p.m.

14edne.oda.v. Jul., 29
'Buchanan
J&J Grocery
9 11 am
'New Providence
Church of Christ
12 30 2 30 p m

Thursday. July 9
*Murray
Douglas Center
10 a.m.-12 noon
•Murray
Dixieland Center
1 3 p.m

Thursday. July 30
*Murray
Central Shopping Center
9 11 30 a m & 1 3 p.m

Tuesday, July 14
*Murray
Ellis Center
911 am.
*Cherry Corner
Good Shepherd
Methodist Church
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Tuesday. July 21
'Dexter
Senior Citizen Center
9 11 a m
Thursday. July 23
'
Murray
Court Square
9-11:30 a.m. & 1 3 p.m

MURIM
CALL-CM:Ai
COUNTY
wrj
• t

•

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42.071-2432
(502) 753-5131
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Support Groups
Alzheimer's Support Group
Those interested in Alzheimer's Disease will meet for an educational program entitled "Medcaid Guidelines" presented by
Karen Williams,field service supervisor for the Department of
Social Insurance, on Tuesday, July 14th. The support group will
meet for group discussion on Tuesday, July 28. Both meetings
will be in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Private Dining Room from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Laryngectomee Support Group
Laryngectomy patients and their families are invited to attend
a meeting Friday, July 10, at 4 p.m. in the hospital private dining room. The support group will meet the secOnd Friday of each
month ta Share ideas, information and encouragement to new
laryligectomees and their spouses. The class is coordinated by
Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist and Gale Cornelison, L.S.W.

Miracle Moments
Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour
Even if you are not involved in the classes, you are still invited
to come to the hospital and tour the area where your baby will
be delivered. Nancy Orr, R.N., perinatal education coordinator,
will be your tour guide and wili answer any questions you have
as you tour the labor, delivery, nursery and maternity area. To
schedule a tour, call Nancy Orr at (502) 753 5131, ext. 14.1 or
753-6821.
Early Prenatal Class
The class is for the parents-to be in the first trimester of
pregnancy. Topics are nutrition, exercise, fetal development,
danger signs of pregnancy, and common discomforts of
pregnancy. To register for the two weekly classes, call (502)
753-5131, ext. 144 or 753-6821. Classes are held upon request.
Breastfeeding Class
This class is scheduled upon demand. Please call and request
a class date and information. Then, watch for the calendar in
the Murray Ledger and Times for class date Dial (502) 753-5131,
ext. 144.
Refresher Class
A two-session brush up class for parents who have attended
previous prepared childbirth classes. The class reviews hospital
routines and new birthing options. The class is scheduled on
request.
Prepared Childbirth Class
The class prepares expectant parents for labor and delivery.
To register for the four weekly classes, call (502) 753-5131, ext.
144 or 753-6821. This month, be sure and bring your pillows the
first night of class. There will be two sessions. One will be held
Wednesdays, July 1, 8, 15 and 22. The other session will be held
Thursday, July 2, 9, 16 and 23. Both session of classes will be
held in the hospital's Third Floor Classroom from 7 p.m. to 9:30
p m.
Cesareas Birth Class
The class prepares parents for cesarean- birth whether an
ticipated or unexpected. To register call (502) 753-5131, ext. 144
or 7536821. The class is held Monday, July 20 at 7 p.m. at the
hospital's private dining room
Post-Partum Exercise Class
Get back to your former shape with exercises specifically
designed for the muscles involved in childbirth. Call the chief
physical therapist, Tressa Heltsley, for an individual appointment Dial (502) 753-5131, ext. 144
Sibling Class
The one session class introduces expectant brothers and sisters
to the idea of having a new baby brother or sister They will
explore their feelings about a new baby and see babies in the
nursery To register for the class please call (502) 753-5131, ext.
144 or 753-6821. The class will be held upon request.
Parenting. Marl
This two-session class is designed to help new parents make the
transition from pregnancy to parenthood The next class will
be held Saturday, July 11 and 18 at 10 a.m.

In fact, with the exception of
lung cancer, breast cancer is
most common cancer in women
One out of every eleven women
will develop breast cancer during
her lifetime and recent studies
show that every 15 minutes there
are three new cases of breast
cancer diagnosed in the United
States.

Have any of your close female
relatives ever had breast cancer?
If so, you are at high risk to
develop it also, that's because
women who have a history of
breast cancer in their family are
the most likely candidates.
The risk is even greater if that
relative had cancer prior to age
50. Others who are at high risk
are women who are either
childless or who have had their
children at an older age

There are three things you
must do to detect your tumor in
an early state, so surgery, if
needed, is far less radical. Learn
to examine your own breast, have
periodic examinations by your
physician, and receive periodic
breast x-rays (mammograms).
Currently, the American
Cancer Society recommends that
all women between the ages of 35
and 40 should have a baseline
mammogram. All women, who
are 40-49 and who are in one of the
high risk categories mentioned
above, would have a mammogram on a yearly basis.
Because 90% of all breast
cancers are initially discovered
by the individual, self-breast exams are extremely important to
every woman. The self-breast exam should always be performed
in the week following the
menstrual period and need only
to be done on a monthly basis.
Remember, anytime any abnormality of the breast can be
detected, professional medical
help should be sought and additional
studies should
be
performed.

"Because I have seen first
hand that all women fear deformity (or what they consider a
deformity) worse than they fear
death, I am always overjoyed
when a tumor (abnormal growth
of breast tissue cells) can be
detected while still in its early
stages," Dr. Tucker said.
Unfortunately, most breast
cancer is not detected in its early stages. Therefore, the most
frequently performed surgical
procedure used today is the
modified radical mastectomy
(removal of the entire breast and
adjacent lymph nodes, leaving
the chest wall muscles in tact).
Less radical techniques are being used more frequently by
surgeons with hopes that they
will become standard in the near
future. This is largely due to the
increased awareness of most
women about how to spot a possible tumor.
Before 1975, breast perserving
operations, either removing the
lump or the segment of breast
containing the lump, did not yield
satisfactory results. However, in
the past 10 years. several studies

have shown ihat less extenalve
surgery combined with radiation
produces results as good as more
extensive surgery, plus better
reconstructive procedures can be
achieved.
In
general, these
new
treatments involve.
*removal of the breast tumor
along with a variable amount of
surrounding normal breast
tissue.
*removal of lymph nodes in the
armpit.
*radiation of the breast area.
Many considerations play a
role in the decision about which
surgery is right for you—
modified radical mastectomy,
lumpectomy, or segmentectomy.
(See Illustration) All factors
must be weighed carefully by
your surgeon and a physicial who
specializes in radiation therapy.

Breast Preserving
Surgeries

Lumpectomy

Partial or Segmented
Mastectomy

Modified Radical
Masieciomv
Lymph Nodes

so

Tumor •
Area Removed , - -

According to Dr. Tucker,
that part is easy. The tumor must
be located where it can be removed with a rim of normal breast
tissue and still leave a reasonably
pleasing appearance. Women
with certain patterns of tumor
growth increase the risk of recurring cancer and cannot be considered as good candidates for
this surgery. Likewise, women
with very large or very small
breast may not be good candidates for radiation because of
an unsatisfactory appearance
after treatment.
For these women who are not
candidates for breast-preserving
surgery, breast reconstruction is
a viable option. Other positives
associated with these new breastpreserving techniques include a
shorter hospital stay and outpatient radiation therapy, which
begins within two or three weeks
after surgery.
Remember, there is hope!
These new techniques can only be utilized with early detection
so take responsibility for your
health with a monthly self-breast
exam, routine breast exam by a
physician,
and
periodic
mammograms.

neral
octif iv at
Beginning Monday, June 29,
Dr. Tucker's office will be open
and accepting appointments.
pending completion of his office
suite in the Medical Arts
Building, Dr. Tucker will open
the Murray Surgery Center in
what was formerly the administrative suite on the first
floor of Murray Calloway Coun•
ty Hospital.
A native of Calloway County,
Dr Tucker's areas of medical
specialty include peripheral
vascular
surgery,
gastroninfestinal endoscopy and
sports medicine
"We are certainly pleased to
have Dr. Tucker come back
home to Calloway County to set
up his practice," Stuart Poston,
hospital administrator, said. "we
know he will be an excellent addition to our medical staff."
Since July, 1966, Dr. Tucker
has served as chief surgery resident at Methodist Hospital in
Memphis Prior to his residency
at Methodist Hospital, Dr
Tucker was a 1982 graduate of the
University of Louisville School of
Medicine

Dr. Charles Tucker
A native of Calloway County,
Dr. Tucker received his bachelor
of science degree in 1976 and his
master of science degree in 1978
from Murray State University.
He was a 1971 graduate of
Calloway County High School
Dr. Tucker is married to the
former Martha Roberts, also a
Murray native. He is the son of
Mr and Mrs. Douglas Tucker,
Route 1, Kirksey, and the grand
son of Mr. and Mrs. Brown
Tucker, Kirksey, and Mrs
Newell Doores, Kirksey
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See physician
about goiter
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR_ Gorr — There is a
very large growth on the right side of
my throat that makes it hard to swallow Also, my right ear is very tender
and aches. People tell me its only a
goiter. Should I worry?
DEAR READER — Yes. You need
an accurate diagnosis See a doctor
Neck swelling can have many potentially serious causes, including enlargement of the lymph glands. Goiter (a painless, benign swelling of the
thyroid gland) used to be a common
condition because people, especially
those in inland areas, often did not ob-

tam enough iodine in their diets Today, goiter Is rare, In part due to the
facts that table salt is iodized and
that, with refrigeration, fish is more
commonly consumed than it was
previously
Goiter is often treated with iodine
supplements. However, when it
causes difficulty in swallowing or
breathing, It may have to be removed
surgically Therefore, you need an examination by G
a gngician.
— What is acute
DEAR DR.
neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis/ It
struck my healthy stepson at 4, and
seven years later, he is losing sight,
speech, movement, etc
DEAR READER — Neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis is an unusual hereditary disease characterized by accumulation, in nerve tissue, of fat
pigments called ceroid and lipfuscin.
This untreatable disease causes deterioration of nerves, blindness and
seizures.
DEAR DR. GOTT — My wife is a
semi-invalid with multiple sclerosis.
Her biggest problem is the burning
sensation in the buttocks area. There
is constant friction sliding from bed to
wheelchair to commode.
DEAR READER — Multiple sclerosis is a nerve disease of unknown

cause that produces numbness in certain parts of the body, visual difficulties. loss of muscle control and weakness As the disease progresses,
increasing disabilities result
In your wife's case, the burning of
the skin over her buttocks may be due
to friction and the constant pressure
of lying and sitting on that area She
needs scrupulous attention to her
skin. Frequent turning, application of
creams and lotions to reduce irritation and the use of a fluffy sheepskin
pad (or an oscillating air mattress) on
which to sit and lie are useful methods
to prevent burning, breakdown of skin
and pressure sores Her doctor or visiting nurse can advise you. In addition, you can obtain more information
about M.S. by writing the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society, 205 East
42nd St. New York, NY 10017
Dr. Gott's new Health Report on
ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE discusses
symptoms, management and new
studies of this tragic and irreversible
disease. For your copy, send $1 and
your name and address to P.0 Box
91428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3418 Be
sure to mention the title.
IN7 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

JFK Jr.in program under civil rights chief
WASHINGTON (AP) — John F.
Kennedy Jr., whose father, the
slain president, became a hero to
the civil rights movement, is starting a summer job under the
Reagan administration's controversial civil rights chief,
William Bradford Reynolds.
Kennedy, 26, began work Monday at the Justice Department's
civil rights division as a $353-aweek summer law clerk.
The son of former President
John F. Kennedy and nephew of
the late attorney general, Robert
F. Kennedy, is one of seven summer clerks in the honors program.
Reynolds, who has been an
assistant attorney general in
charge of the division since 1981,
reversed long-standing desegrega-

tion policies in housing, education
and hiring, some of which had
been espoused by Democratic and
Republican administrations as far
back as Kennedy's.
This earned him the opposition
of civil rights leaders and liberal
Democrats in Congress.
Kennedy's uncle, Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., was among the
leaders in a successful effort in
1985 to block Reynolds' promotion
to the department's No. 3 job,
associate attorney general
In urging senators to vote
against Reynolds' confirmation,
Kennedy said, "In my view, Mr.
Reynolds has done enough
damage to civil rights at his current level in the Department of
Justice, and he does not deserve to

be promoted."
Reynolds personally made the
final decision to hire the son of the
former president, said Deborah
Burstion-Wade, a spokeswoman
for the civil rights division.
The younger Kennedy, a firstyear law student at New York
University, applied to the attorney
general's honors program, which
each year hires some of the
"highest-ranking law students in
the nation," Ms. Burstion-Wade
said.
Kennedy and the other clerks
will rotate through most of the
civil rights division's sections, including those dealing wit
discrimination against the handicapped and in employment,
housing, education and credit.

Fans continue to file past Belushi's grave
CHILMARK, Mass. AP ) —
Five years after his death, John
Belushi's fans continue to file past
his grave, marked by a streaked
boulder that says simply,
"Belushi."
"It's surprising how many teens
come, how many college kids,

because they were little when he
was big," says Basil Welch,
caretaker of the Abel's Hill
Cemetery.
Dozens of shells from the
beaches on this island of Martha's
Vineyard surround the 5-foot grayblue marker, streaked with green

and pink.
The comedian, famous for his
antics on NBC-TV's "Saturday
NightLive" and in the movies
"Animal House" and "The Blues
Brothers," died of a drug overdose
at age 33 on March 5, 1982.

GLIDDEN'S BEST LATEX
FLAT HOUSE PAINT
• Quick drying, durable flat finish
• Resists blisters, peeling. cracking
• Easy water clean-up
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Jimmy Swaggart accused of skimming cash
DALLAS APi — The Rev, Jimmy Swaggart and his ministry
have been accused by tax officials
of skimming cash from contributions, but his attorney vehemently
denies the allegations.
The television evangelist and his
Louisiana-based Jimmy Swaggart
Ministries also are accused in
court documents of ignoring court
orders to produce financial information, the Texas Lawyer
reported in today's edition.
The ministry's lawyer denied
withholding any relevant material
and denounced the allegation that
Swaggart had dipped into
contributions.
The papers were filed in a tax
dispute between officials in South
Texas' Montgomery County and
Jimmy Swaggart Ministries, the
Lawyer reported.

The Conroe Independent School
District, the city of Shenandoah
and the county say Swaggart's
radio station KJOJ owes $157,000
in taxes for three properties.
Swaggart contends the properties are tax-exempt.

Advocate reported in May that the
ministry's net worth was $111.9
million, with revenue of $128.5
million. The report was based on
an audited financial statement
provided by the ministry
Homes owned by Swaggart and
his son, and a third owned by the
ministry and occupied by Swaggart's brother, were assessed at
$2.5 million, the Advocate had
reported.

Russell R. Graham, an attorney
for tax officials, said in a letter to
State District Judge John C. Martin that his clients believe Swaggart retained contributions for his
personal use.
William D. Treeby, chief lawyer
for Swaggart Ministries, denied
the allegation.
"If any of that money went into
Reverend Swaggart's pocket . .
that would be the death penalty,"
Treeby said. "We're not going to
do that."
The Baton Rouge (La.) Morning

The Internal Revenue Service
has not audited the organization
since 1976, and has reaffirmed the
ministries' tax-exempt status
several times as it has grown, the
Advocate said.
Recently, Swaggart has
reported a sharp drop in contributions, which he blamed on public
reaction to the PTL scandal.

Greyhound to take over troubled Trailways
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Greyhound Lines Inc. Friday said
it had reached agreement to take
over the financially ailing
Trailways Corp. in an $80 million
deal that will leave the nation with
only one national inter-city bus
company.
Greyhound chairman Fred Currey said that Greyhound will
guarantee continued bus service
to the cities and towns served exclusively by Trailways.
He said the precarious financial
position of Trailways, a privately
held company, had endangered
service to those cities and towns.
Trailways, a smaller line than
Greyhound, predominantly serves
the South and East Coast as far
north as New York.
"Without intervention, the collapse of Trailways is imminent."
Currey, the chairman and president of Greyhound, said in announcing the agreement.
"If that happens, public
transportaion will be disrupted in
parts of 17 states where Trailways
has the only bus service to some
communities, and several thousand people will be out of work,"
he said.
The sale is subject to approval
by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Currey said the com-

panies filed an application Friday
with the ICC seeking an immediate preliminary approval and
final approval.
Currey said there was no decision on what will happen to
Trailways' 2,200 employees.
Under the agreement,
Greyhound will pay $80 million to

buy 450 of Trailways' 1,200 buses,
some of its terminals and garages,
and undisclosed other assets, said
Greyhound spokesman George
Gravely
Both companies are based in
Dallas. Greyhound, with about
10,000 employees, serves all 4.
continental states.

Mon.-Sat. June 22-27

Ladies Top Quality
Tailored Suits
Reg. $79.50
Sale

$4750

Great selection of CUOIS & Styles Sizes 2-20
Sat. Only June 27

Men's Blazers
(Slightly irveguiari Reg. $32.50
Sale S

j475

Reg. $26.50 Si

75

Tan Cream & Taupe
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WHOLESA
LE STORES, INC.
Al New Location — East South
and 5th St.
(Dillon Manufacturing Building)
Mayfield, Kentucky — Phone 247-2757
Mon.-Sat. 9-5
Vlba Mastorcard Accaptad

HAVE YOU
PAID YOUR
MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER?

GLIDDEN'S BEST LATEX
GLOSS HOUSE PAINT
• Chalk resistant, glossy finish

• Quick drying, easy to use
• Easy water clean-up

Carpet On Sale Now!
Prices Start At

It will be easier for you and
your carrier if when you
receive your bill to pay
on a 6 months or a yearly
basis rather than monthly
or quarterly.
Thanks for your cooperation.
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Musical
chairs
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Simpson edges Watson,
claims U.S. Open crown

Calloway coaches
play sw itcheroo

\41.,

Clay
Court
By Clay
Walker
Spans Eater

Last Monday, some of Calloway
County High School's coaches
played musical chairs. When the
music stopped however, the odd
man out was former assistant
baseball coach Stan Waller.
Waller, the heir-apparent to
Jack Pack's position as head
coach. was ousted from the running by Randy McCallon.
Waller, who resigned in order to
apply for the head position, said
that he expected the job, but holds
no bitter feelings towards the
program.
-I thought that with my
knowledge of the system and the
personnel, I'd have the inside
track. but I guess I didn't," Waller
said. "I wish Randy all the luck in
the world and I hope he can continue the success Jack and I had
Waller served as Pack's assistant for three years. During that
time. the Lakers visited the
regional tournament every year
and sub-state twice. Calloway was
upended by eventual regional
champion Lone Oak in the first
round of this year's tournament.
Waller will not return to his
assistant coaching position next
year
While Waller certainly had a
good case for himself. McCallon is
a pretty good choice. With his experience in spqrts and his enthusiasm over his new job. McCallon should do just fine.
McCallon. who steps down as
the boys' track coach, played
baseball at the college level for
four years at Lambuth College.
McCallon was a defensive-minded
second baseman there under
coach Jack Russell who had a fundamental ist 's approach to
baseball
McCallon is eager to begin his
nev.• venture, inheriting the
district runners-up
think we'll have a real good
rutting ball club next year.- McC'allon said 'The only thing is
whether we have the pitching
back
It's easy to see that he also
knows a great deal about the
returning personnel McCallon
supports all of CCHS's athletic
programs and supervises pick-up
basketball games at Jeffrey Gymnasium in the summer
Calloway's athletes know and like
McCallon very well
The Board has made nu decision
as to who will take over the track
program. Whoever gets the
assignment. McCallon believes,
will be facing a challenge but a
promising one.
"I do feel good about the way it's
(eoat'd oa page 11)
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El EL ECONOMY I
Don t use your trunk as a catch-all for
storage This adds weight which cuts
down on fuel economy When riot in
use store your golf clubs. fishing
tackle etc at home, not your car's
trunk If you are looking for fuel
economy don't keep your gasoline
tank constantly filled. It may give
you a sense of security but it adds ex,
tra weight It can also overflow when
traveling or parked on a hill On the
other hand don't keep your tank
nearly
empty
because
gas
evaporates from nearly empty tanks
faster For best economy, flU almost
to full and drive until you are three
quarters empty before refill
Proper tire inflation can be•ma
pr factor in safe driving and fuel
economy Have your tires checked
trequenUy
The bottom line at Murray Nieman
Crysier Dodge. Mi 3 12th. is quality
personalized service. at the lowest
possible prices, and of course, complete customer satisfaction. At our
locally-owned and operated dealer&M. maintenance and service are second to none We are proud of over
UM years of combined automotive experience Come in or call 7U-2222.
you'll be glad you did

Part of the large group of players from Murray and Calloway County who attended the recent Racer Basketball Camp at Murray State are drilled on the fundamentals of the center jump. With MSC bead coach Steve
Newton are (from left) Stephen Crouch, Brent Anderson, Matt Perrin, Shane Beamer, Sean Haverstock,
Michael Hornback, Josh Lasater. Brett Childers and Ryan Haverstock.
MIK' pests by Merry hansom

Not-so-ternf
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c Seaver hangs it up

S. 12th W.

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
NEW YORK — Tom Seaver wanted to finish his
career by pitching for the New York Mets. He made
it back to the Mets, but not to the mound.
Seaver, 42, has decided he can no longer pitch
well enough to make it back to the major leagues,
and the Mets were announcing the end of his comeback try today.
"I know he wanted to help us win a championship," said Mets Manager Davey Johnson. "But I
also know he's very disappointed with his
progress."
Seaver rejoined the Mets in late May as a free
agent, answering a call by General Manager Frank
Cashen to patch up the team's injury-depleted pitching staff.
Yet in an exhibition start and two simulated
games, Seaver was hit hard and did not show signs
of regaining the form that made him a three-time
Cy Young Award winner.
Seaver pledged he would retire rather than struggle in the majors, and apparently he did not see
enough improvement.
"When I spoke to him yesterday, he seemed very
discouraged," Johnson said Sunday. "Tom's a
perfectionist and he knows himself better than
anybody else."
Seaver had not pitched in the majors since last
August, when a knee injury ended his year with the
Boston Red Sox. The Red Sox did not re-sign him
after the season, making him a free agent.
The Mets originally hoped Seaver, with a career

Tom Seaver: ('alling it quits

record of 311-205 and a 2.86 earned run average,
could make his first major-league start June 20.
But in a start against the Mets' Class AAA
Tidewater team on June 11, he allowed seven runs
on eight hits in 2 1-3 innings.
Last Tuesday, pitching against teammates in a
sirmlated game, he threw 88 pitches and gave up 13
hits.
On Saturday, the day Seaver wanted to pitch for
the Mets, he was again shelled in a simulated game.
He threw 60 pitches and gave up four runs on 10 hits.
"There was no improvement at all," Seaver said
after that outing.
Seaver was not at Shea Stadium on Sunday for the
Mets' 8-3 victory over Philadelphia.
Seaver and Cashen announced May 23 they had
reached agreement on a contract for the remainder
of this season. The pact reportedly was worth about
$550,000. Cashen also said Seaver had the option to
return in 1988.
The Associated Press learned that Seaver had a
guaranteed contract for 1987 and 1988, regardless of
how well he pitched. The Mets had the option of buying out Seaver's contract after this year.
Seaver began the 1986 season with the Chicago
White Sox and was traded at mid-season to Boston.
He was 7-1 overall, including 5-7 with a 3.80 ERA
with the Red Sox.
He was National League Rookie of the Year in
1967. He won the Cy Young Award with the Mets in
1969, 1973 and 1975. In 1969, he won 25 games and led
the Mets to their first World Series championship.

Reuss shuts down Kansas City, Cincinnati out-brawls Braves
American
11) The kssuchated Press

On a day when baseballs flew
over American League fences at a
record-tying pace supposedly
washed-up Jerry Reuss and still
wet-behind-the-ears Lee Guetterman showed how to pitch.
Reuss, who turned 38 last Friday
and was cut by two National
League teams earlier this season,
ended a personal 13-game losing
streak Sunday — 11 at the majorleague level — with a no-walk, six.
strikeout eight-hitter in his AL
debut as California beat Kansas
City 8-0
It was the left-hander's 196th
major-league victory but his first
since May 2, 1986, his first complete game since Sept 21. 1985,
and his first shutout since Aug. 11,
1985.
Meanwhile, unbeaten Guetterman pitched a three-hitter for his
first shutout and fifth consecutive
victory as Seattle defeated

tri

ish Dinner
Special

Cleveland 5-0. The 28-year-old lefthander struck out two and walked
one.
Over-all, though, it wasn't a pitchers' day as 30 home runs were
hit, equaling the major-league
mark of 30 in the AL on June 10,
1962, and June 14. 1954, and the NL
on May 8, 1970.
Detroit hit five homers, two by
Chet Lemon, in beating Baltimore
9-3 after the Orioles won the completion of Saturday night's curfewsuspended game 9-5. Minnesota
put four balls into orbit in downing
Chicago 8-6 and the White Sox hit
three. All seven were solo shots,
the sixth such occurrence in
major-league history, last done by
California 61 and Oakland Ili on
April 23, 1985.
-They ask if the ball is alive?"
Detroit Manager Sparky Anderson
said rhetorically after the Tigers
and Orioles hit 15 homers in three
games. "I can remember that a
team hit 200 home runs and it was
like. 'My God'' This year, 10 clubs
might hit 200. If you don't hit 200
you're a bad club.
If you get the ball up on a hot
day it's a home run. It gets up
there and never comes down. It's
like an astronaut: when he gets
out of the plane. he just stays there
— drifts around."
Angeles S. Royals0
The Angels scored seven runs in

the third inning against Bob Stoddard, all unearned after Kansas
City shortstop Angel Salazar dropped Mark McLemore's line drive
with two out and the bases empty
for his first error in 30 games.
Brian Downing walked before
Devon White got the Angels' first
hit, a run-scoring double that right
fielder Danny Tartabull
misplayed as Downing also
scored. Wally Joyner followed
with his 14th homer.
The shutout was the Ilth against
Kansas City this season.
Mariners 5,Indhuts0
Guetterman says he's learned to
not throw hard.
"That's the key for me, to be
sure. I can't emphasize enough the
need to stay within yourself as a
pitcher," said Guetterman, who
was 0-4 in 44 major-league appearances before this season and
was purchased by Seattle from
Calgary of the Class AAA Pacific
Coast League on May 21. "It's
night and day from the way I pitched last year."
Seattle scored in the first inning
on singles by Phil Bradley, Scott
Bradley and Jim Presley. In the
second, Harold Reynolds had an
RBI double and scored on Mickey
Brantley's single.
Orioles 11-3, Tigers 5-9
Chet Lemon hit two home runs
and Kirk Gibson, Matt Nokes and
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By ERIC PREIVITT
secutive birdies starting at the
APSports Writer
14th hole, going ahead to stay with
SAN FRANCISCO — Scott his 15-foot putt for a 4 on the
Simpson was surrounded by guys 800-yard lfith. He saved a par at
with green jackets, Masters cham- No. 17 by coming out of a bunker
pions all.
and making a 10-foot putt, then
But when the 87th U.S. Open parred the 18th to complete the
ended Sunday, the 31-year-old tournament with a 3-under total of
Californian possessed his first ma- 277.
jor golf title. His closing round of
Watson had three bogeys on the
2-under-par 68 on the Olympic first five holes but no more in his
Club's Lake Course gave him a round of 70, which included three
one-stroke victory over Tom Wat- birdies. His 45-foot putt for a birdie
son, the two-time Masters winner. on the 18th hole was about two inSpain's Seve Ballesteros, ches short.
another man who has twice worn
"I have to admit I was hoping it
the traditional green jacket wouldn't go in. I didn't want a
presented to Masters champions, playoff," Simpson said.
finished five strokes behind SimpIf Watson's putt had dropped,
son in third.
the course would have had its third
"I'm actually surprised I won it, Open playoff in history today.
to tell the truth," Simpson said.
Jack Fleck beat Ben Hogan in a
Watson was disappointed but not Monday showdown to settle the
surprised at the outcome.
1955 title, and Billy Casper beat
"Scott Simpson is a very fine Arnold Palmer in 1966.
golfer. He's proven he can come
"It felt good to be back in the
from behind and that he can win hunt again," said Watson, who has
on tough golf courses. Does it sur- gone almost three years without
prise me? No," Watson said.
winning a tournament.
Simpson made three con- (that'd on page 11)

(Ws Open at 4 p.m.)
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Darrell Evans also homered for
Detroit after Baltimore won the
completion of Saturday night's
game that was suspended by a
curfew after eight innings.
Gibson and Nokes hit two-run
homers in the third inning and
Lemon hit his first homer leading
off the fourth. In six starts, loser
Ken Dixon has allowed 29 runs and
13 homers in 28 innings for an 8.68
ERA. Overall, including 19 relief
appearances, he has allowed 20
homers in 65 1-3 innings.
Twins 8, White Sox 8
Tom Brunansky homered and
then broke a 5-5 tie with a runscoring double in the eighth inning. Brunansky doubled off
Chicago reliever Jim Winn after
Gary Gaetti reached first on third
baseman Tim Hulett's fielding error and went to second on a
groundout.
The Twins added two more runs
in the eighth on Roy Smalley's
single and Greg Gagne's double.
Blue Jays 7, Brewers
Lloyd Moseby, Willie Upshaw
and Fred McGriff homered for
Toronto and rookie Jeff
Musselman earned his sixth victory with three innings of one-hit
relief as Toronto opened a onegame lead over second-place New
York in the AL East. All three
Toronto homers came off Chuck
Crim in the first four innings.
Red Sox 4, Yankees 2
Rookiperilia.Bieritti•hit a two-run
homer in the eighth inning after
Dwight Evans tied the score with a
two-run shot in the seventh.
Boston, held to two hits for six innings by Bob Tewksbury, finally

surance plan that today's successful professional needs.
Coll for cletolls

1 753-8355

The Cincinnati Reds and Atlanta
Braves spent nearly as much time
hitting each other as they did hitting home runs this weekend.
"It was a fairly exciting series,"
Buddy Bell said Sunday after his
10th-inning homer gave the Reds a
(Osard an page 11)
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The Insurance Center of Murray

caught up with the right-hander
who was recalled from the minors
on Saturday.
Boston's Wade Boggs went
3-for-4 in raising his major-leagueleading batting average to .375 and
extending his hitting streak to 22
games, longest this season.
Roger Clemens, 6-6, allowed
seven hits in pitching his seventh
complete game in 15 starts.
Athletics 7-3, Rangers 3-13
Edwin Correa pitched six innings for his first victory since
April 28 and Bob Brower homered
twice, including a fluke inside-thepark grand slam that keyed a
seven-run second inning in the
nightcap. Oakland's Mickey Tettleton and Mark McGwire each
homered and doubled in the
opener, which the Atheletics won
with a five-run second inning.
Trailing 1-0 in the second Inning
of the nightcap, the Rangers loaded the bases with walks against
Eric Plunk. With two out, Brower
hit a fly to shallow center. Luis
Polonia attempted a diving catch
but the ball rolled by him and
Brower beat the relay home.
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(One/&so page 11)
6-5 victory in Atlanta.
The teams played basebrawl on
Saturday and Sunday,engaging in
a pair of bench-clearing bmitiehts.
Both melees were triggered by
batten being hit by pitches and
charging the mound.
The fights may have been the
product of pitchers' frustration —
12 home runs were hit in the two
games.
"Brawls ... are kind of silly at
times, but things like that are going to happen," Bell said.
Bell, who had not hit the ball out
of the infield in his previous nine
at-hats, homered into the left-field
seats with one out in the 10th. His
fifth home run of the season came
off Gene Garber, 8-5.
Sunday's trouble came in the
eighth inning after Atlanta
reliever Jim Acker hit Tracy
Jones with a pitch. Jones stood

around rubbing his arm as Acker
came within X feet of the plate,
and Jones eventually Via%
Jones and Acker
as'
both benches emptied. No one was
hurt and Jones was the only one
ejected.
Acker hit Jones with a pitch last
weekend in Cincinnati.
On Saturday, the benches
cleared after Atlanta's Andres
Thomas rushed the mound after
being hit by a pitch from Bill
Gullickson.
Cardinals 7, Expos 3
Unbeaten rookie Joe Magrane
pitched seven strong innings and
Vince Coleman's two-run triple
sparked St. Louis over Montreal.
Magrane, 5-0, allowed three
runs on six hits. The left-hander
was making his first start since
coming off the disabled list with a
tender elbow. Bill Dawley pitched
the final two innings for his second

•

Musical chairs...
(Coat d train page 10)
been left," he said. "There are
some kids there. It's just a matter
of recruiting them."
Returning from last year's
squad will be Mark Henderson,
who was second in the state in the
pole vault for the past two seasons,
and Fred Jones, winner of the
state long jump title in his first
year in track.
Cathy Newton, who coached this
year's softball team to the
regional tournament, was named
the school's first soccer coach. She
will head the boys' varsity and
junior varsity and two girls' intramural teams.
"We're kind of just getting our
feet wet," said Newton, who has
eight years of recreational soccer
coaching experience. "I feel like
we're going to have a first class
program — one we can be proud
of."
More than 100 students expressed interest in playing soccer in a
recent informal poll, according to
Newton.
Taking over Newton's softball
position is Rose Ross. Ross, the

save.
Jack Clark, leading the major
leagues with 813 RBI, hit a runscoring single in the first off Bob
Sebm, 3-8.
Mehl8, PhWies 3
Dave Magadan drove home
three runs and Sid Fernandez pitched four-hit ball for 5 2-3 Linings
as New York sent Philadelphia to
its sixth straight loss.
The Phillies have lost all four
games under new Manager Lee
Ella, who replaced the fired John
Felske on Thursday. The Mets
have won four in a row.
Magadan had an RBI single in
the fourth inning against Kevin
Gross, 4-7, and a two-run double
during a four-run fifth.
Fernandez, 9-3, gave up two
runs. He is tied for the league lead
In victories. Roger McDowell pitched three innings for his eighth
save.
Chris James and John Russell
hit consecutive home runs in the
sixth for the visiting Phillies.
Astros 6, Dodgem 1
Jim Deshales won his fifth
straight decision and Houston
scored four runs in the first inning
and went on to defeat visiting Los
Angeles.
Deshaies, 7-2, gave up seven hits
and one run in eight innings.
A throwing error and a wild
pitch by Rick Honeycutt, 2-6, and
an error by third baseman Phil
Garner helped the Astros in the
first inning.
Billy Hatcher hit a solo homer in
the Houston fourth.

Oobse,Plrals•S
Keith Moreland homered and
drove in three runs and Chicago
beat Pittsburgh.
Steve Trout, 4-1, won his fourth
straight decision and for the second time since coming off the
disabled list Tuesday. He yielded
three runs on seven hits in 5 2-8
ngs.
Lee Smith pitched the ninth inning for his major league-leading
19th save.
Moreland hit an FtBI double during a three-run first and connected
for a two-run homer, his 11th, in
the fifth.
Doug Dmbek, 1-6, took the loss
for the visiting Pirates.
Giants 11,Padres 2
Kelly Downs pitched four-hit
ball for seven innings and Will
Clark, Bob Brenly and Matt
Williams hit home runs that led
San Francisco over San Diego.
Downs, 6-3, had beaten the
Padres twice by 1-0 scores earlier
this season.
The visiting Giants scored four
times in the first Inning against
Eric Show, 2-9, who retired just
one batter. An error by shortstop
Garry Templeton set up RBI
doubles by Jeffrey Leonard and
Chili Davis.
Brenly hit a solo home run in the
fifth and Clark hit his 13th homer
in the sixth. Williams connected
for a two-run homer in the ninth.
Randy Ready hit a two-run
homer, his first in the majors
since May 8, 1986, in the San Diego
fourth.

Simpson

Open...

girls' basketball coach, was also
named as the new cross country
coach. She replaces Dan Thompson, who resigned in the fall.
Ross is one person in the
Calloway system who can coach
anything. Unfortunately, even today, women coaches are
regulated to girls' athletics in the
"big time" programs.
Overall, the Board did a pretty
fair job, considering how difficult
it can be to get coaches for
obscure programs, not to mention
ones that are just starting out.
The Board gets a definite
Wins
thumbs up for its appointment of
Newton, who is as dedicated to her
work as anyone, and Ross. Let (Coat'd from page 10)
"I have nothing to be ashamed
Ross coach as many sports as she
about,
but I am disapointed," he
wishes. She has her players'
added.
respect and she wins — the perfect
Simpson won the NCAA golf title
combination.
twice at the University of Southern
As for McCallon, well, he is certainly worthy of the position, California, joined the PGA tour in
especially after getting the ball 1979 and has won three tour events
rolling for Calloway's track including this spring's Greater
Greensboro Open.
program.
The victory Sunday was worth
It's too bad that Waller never
$150,000 and jumped him from No.
got a shot at it, though. He certain9 to No. 1 on the tour's moneyly paid his dues.
winning list, with season earnings
of $465,896. Paul Azinger and
Payne Stewart, the top two on the
list last week, failed to make the
John Bennett tripled for Foot- cut in the Open.
prints and Jeff Mattis singled.
Ballesteros battled to within one
Thornton Heating and Air took a stroke of the lead midway through
39-10 decision over Jaycees. Brent Sunday's round, but fell back with
Anderson and Scott Farmer nailed bogeys at the 12th and 13th and
a double and three singles apiece. finished with a 71 for his total of
Travis Anderson doubled and 282.
singled.
At one point there was a fourJaycees' Marcellous Foster way tie for first involving Simpson
doubled and singled and Jason and three Masters winners — WatVaughn singled twice.
son, Ben Crenshaw and current
champ Larry Mize.
Mize, Crenshaw and Bernhard
Langer finished at 283, in a fiveway tie with Bobby Wadkins and
Curtis Strange for fourth place.
Keith Clearwater, who matched
Murray Bait recently downed
Darnell Marine 18-9 as Ross Clark the course record with a 64 on
turned in two triples and Michael Saturday, fell from second place
Beane a pair of doubles. Josh to a 31st finish by shooting a 79.
Price added a triple and Curtis
Burkeen and Kelly Jones each
doubled.
For all your
Jeff Nix, Ben Guerin and Tommy Hutchins tripled for Darnell.
Travel Reservations
D.J. Steffey doubled twice and
Call
Christian Carter, Cory Cummings
and Mark Johnson doubled.

Rain shortens baseball slate
Staff Report

Rain has played a major role in
area baseball schedules recently,
but some scores were reported
from weekend action

Kentucky
J.H. Churchill opened Saturday's action with a 21-16 win over
Artcraft Photography as Ted
Booth laced a single, double and
triple. Sean Waller doubled twice
and singled. Jay Paul Herndon
doubled and singled three times
and Caleb Johnson singled twice.
Artcraft's Rob Carpenter doubled and Paul Lamb had three
singles.
Dennison-Hunt bombed Footprints 25-5 on the strength of
Robert Weatherly's fourth home
run. Weatherly also doubled and
singled and Tim McDaniel doubled and singled three times. Wesley
Latimer added three singles and
Mark Vandergrift two singles.

Park League

Howser funeral services held
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
The first time the Rev. Jim Wells
met Dick Howser was in a hospital
in Kansas City 11 months ago. The
planned five-minute visit turned
into an hour-long discussion the
preacher has not forgotten.
"He looked at his World Series
ring, looked back up at me and
said, 'Jim, when you're facing
what I'm facing, world championships don't mean a lot," Wells
recalled at funeral services for the
former Kansas City Royals
manager.
"Dick knew this day would
come."
Howser, 51, died Wednesday of
cancer. He was buried Saturday
during a summer rainstorm in his
adopted hometown of Tallahassee
after family,friends and representatives of baseball packed
Fellowship Baptist Church for a
50-minute farewell.

"Needless to say we will miss
our good friend, Mr. Baseball. A
part of our team is gone," said
Royals president Joe Burke, who
delivered the eulogy. "Dick we
love you, we will miss you, and I
believe we will see you again."
Bowser, who led the Royals to
the World Series championship in
1985, was the "common man's
man," said Wells.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
ANZILICAN INA03.1*
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New York
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1
Detroit
38
31
564
5
Milwaukee
86
80
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4
Boston
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31
Baltimore
40
420 14
26
Cleveland
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42
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3
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32
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31
38
Chicago
369
41
13*
24
Saturday's Games
Boston 9 New York 4
Cleveland 4, Seattle 2
Milwaukee 3 Toronto 2
Texas 7 Oakland I
BalUmore 9 Detroit 4 s innings 'lisp
curfew
Chicago 10, Minnesota 5
Kansas City It California 4
Sunday's Games
Boston 4, New York 2
Baltimore 9, Detroit 5 tomp of susp
game
Detroit 9. Baltimore 3
SeatUe 5. Cleveland 0
Toronto 7, Milwaukee I
Minnesota 8 nth ago I
Oakland 7. Tessa 3 1st game
Texas IS. Oakland 3. 2nd game
California 8. Kansas City 0
Mooday's Games
New York i Rasmussen 5-4 al Baltimore
Boddie ker 7-4
Milwaukee Johnson 0-0. at Boston !Boyd
0-01
Toronto i Clancy 744 at Detroit 1Tanana
6,31

Seattle

Moore 24i at Chicago (Niels=

Kaswas City 1Saberhagen 12,11 at Oakland
OnUveros 3-11
California 1Witt 8-5, at Texas Harris 241

N ATION AL LEAGUE
Last MANN
• L
Pct.
GB
St Louis
41
23
831 —
Chicago
37
31
544
5
Montreal
311
31
537
5*
New York
N
31
537
It,
Pittsburgh
50
36
456 II
Philadelphia
22
88
446 11*
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• L
Pet.
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Cincinnati
38
31
561 —
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37
31
544
"a
San Francisco
36
33
515
2*
Atlanta
34
34
500
It,
IP Angeles
30
38
7*
441
San Diego
22
314 14*
48
Saturday's Games
Atlanta 8. Cinclnnati
Pittsburgh S. Chicago 2
Houston 3 Los Angeles 2
New York 3, Philadelphia 2
Montreal 7, St Louis 5
San Diego IS San Francleco 4
Seaday's Gaines
New York 8. Philadelphia 3
Cincinnati I, Atlanta 5, 10 Innings
St Louts 7. Montreal 3
Chicago 13 Pittsburgh 3
Houston O. Los Angeles 1
San Francisco 11. San Diego 2
kleaday's Games
Pittsburgh IFteuschel 5,31 at Chicago
I Moyer 7-4,
Montreal I Smith 5.2, at St Louis I Forsch
5,31. 'fl'
Only games scheduled
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THE FORD WAGON LEADERSHIP CELEBRATION!

VACATION IN AMERICA'S
BEST-SELLING MINI-VAN'

•••

tBased on retail deliveries for 1986 calendar year and 1987 model
year to date, 1/31/87

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880
representing
American and
International
Traveltime

AEROSTAR WAGON

We Use

Aluminized Mufflers
and Exhaust Pipes
FREE ESTIMATES

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

Defending Open champ Ray
Floyd had a 73 for a 290 finish,
four-time winner Jack Nicklaus
had 77 for a 291, and British Open
champ Greg Norman went was 77
for 292. On the last three Open
holes, Norman went triple bogey.
double bogey-birdie.
Simpson's highest round was an
opening 71, followed by 68, 70 and
68.
"The strength of my game is
consistency," Simpson said.
He said his father, a good
amateur golfer from San Diego
who has played the Olympic
course many times, told him the
course "was made for me."

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

753-1750

Vacation time is here!
Soon you'll be heading for exciting places to enjoy it. Why not make it even more tun
In a Ford Aerostar mini-van from Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury!
The Aerostar's popularity growth indicates more and more people are recognizing it for
what it is - a versatile, comfortable and stylish vehicle with amazing maneuverability,
sedan-like comfort and seating for up to seven adults.
Aerostar fits the bW for so many often encountered needs - shopping, towing, hauling,
camping, taking a gang to a ball game, or just going for a night out.
Whether you drive the standard model,the XL,or the top-of-the-line XLT,you'll be driving the finest expression of the mini-van concept - a Ford Aerostar.
Before you complete your vastion plans, be sure to see the fine selection of Aerostars
we have at Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury. We can put you in one for a lot less than you think!

7 IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

14 MORE COMING
6-YEAR/60,000 MILE POWERTRAIN WARRANTY.
New Ford Warranty covers powertrains for F years/60 000 miles and provides protection against body-panel rust-through for 6
years/100 000 miles wnrchever comes first Restrictions and deductibles apply See our service manager for
a copy of Mrs limited
warranty

THERE'S a GREAT
DAY coming

West Kentucky and West Tennessee's Oldest
FORD
Volume Dealer
FORD
MERCURY

MERCURY

LINCOLN

LINCOLN

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercur

701 Main Street

(502) 753-5273

Yurray, KY 42071
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State farmers reluctant to risk yields
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Farmers are looking tor away to
get out of the chemical crop-aid
system but find it hard to resist the
emphasis on miudmum yielcb in
the short term without regard to
environmental costs, officials say.
James Morgan, executive director of the Rodale Institute that
does research on chemical-free
farming, said he thinks that
growers in Kentucky and other
areas want to reduce their
reliance on pesticides and
fertilizers.
But such farmers are apprehensive about risking smaller crops
and smaller income, Morgan said.
He explained his institute's work
during a 'public hearing in
Frankfort on Wednesday before
the Environmental Quality
Commission.
Farm group representatives did
not speak at the hearing, but

others criticized the impact of farming on land and water.
"Agriculture is a major contributor to eirrironmental problems," said Versailles lawyer W.
Henry Graddy, a member of the
commission who favors a more active role in controlling this type of
pollution.
Speakers cited several ways in
which farm chemicals can harm
the environment. They said that
residues can remain in crops or
wash into waterways, where they
trail only industrial or sewer-plant
waste as sources of pollution. Fertilizers also can seep into the
ground and pollute drinking-water
RIPONMorgan warned Kentucky officials that banning all pesticides
was not the initial solution to the
problem. He suggested that officials work with growers on
methods of using fewer chemicals.

"There's a lot of room here to
lessen the risk just by decreasing
the application," he said.
However, University of Kentucky extension specialist Harley
Raney said a chemical-reduction
program tried in the state has not
had widespread success during
the past decade.
The service has been matching
farmers with consultants and nonprofit organizations that advise
growers on how much fertilizer
and weed-killer to use and how
often.
The program claimed only
50,000 acres in 40 counties this
year after peaking at 160,000 acres
In 1980, Raney said.
Raney said the program probably needed better publicity to
attract attention.
Morgan said the Rodale Institute, which is affiliated with the
Rodale Press of Pennsylvania,

had achieved chemical-free yields
comparable with neighboring
plots that had typical amounts of
pesticides and fertilisers.
Mother way in which farming
alters the environment is by contributing to erosion. Officials
estimate that Kentucky loses an
average of more than nine tons of
topsoil for every acre farmed.
The federal conservation
reserve program pays growers as
much as $60 an acre to rest susceptible farmland for 10 years.
Tom Howard of the U.S. Department of Agriculture said that only
294,000 acres are registered in the
state, and that amount is far less
than the 800,000 acres for which
the government hoped.
Farmers seem to be reluctant
during an uneasy financial period
to pledge to leave part of their land
fallow for a decade at a time,
Howard said.

USDA: farmland values bottoming out
WASHINGTON (AP — After
five years of brutal decline, the nation's farmland values apparently
are bottoming out, the Agriculture
Department says.
But officials are cautious about
making predictions, indicating
that no boom is in sight and that
what happens through 1968 also
depends of a host of economic factors including commodity prices
and federal programs.
-A May 1 survey of rural appraisers and several surveys by

Federal Reserve banks in April
noted a leveling in values in areas
where values were still falling late
last year," the department's
Economic Research Service said
In a report niesday.
Bill Heneberry, the principal
author, said the number of
farmland transfers also has
started to rise for the first time
since the early 1980s. Although
voluntary sales and estate sales
account for most of the transfers,
foreclosures made up an

estimated 26 percent of the total,
up from 22 percent last year,--he
said.
"We think that 26 percent is a
conservative figure, that it probably does not include some farms
where it was a voluntary (sale I to
avoid foreclosure," Heneberry
said.
Other farmers continue to make
up the largest category of
farmland buyers, he said, accounting for 56 percent of the purchases so far this year, compared

with 57 percent in 1986 and 63 percent in 1985.
No new dollar figures were
available, but Heneberry noted in
an interview that two months ago
that the agency published national
and state figures showing the
average value of U.S. farmland
and buildings on Feb. I was at a
19-year low of $548 per acre, down
from $595 a year earlier.
Farmland prices rose to a peak
of $823 per acre in 1982 before starting their five-year slide.

Trade group to promote American meat
WASHINGTON I AP — A
private trade group says it will use
$6.5 million in government financing to promote American beef,
pork and lamb in Japan, a closely
regulated market that has
withstood previous U.S. liberalization efforts.
The U.S. Meat Export Federation, a non-profit trade association
having the support of agriculture
and industry, said the promotion
will be financed by the Agriculture
Department's Targeted Export
Assistance program, or TEA.
Congress autnorized the Pro-

gram to help private groups carry
out trade promotions abroad on
behalf of U.S. producers, particularly in countries that have
high tariffs, quotas or non-tariff
trade barriers.
"The promising Japanese beef
market could be one of the bright
spots for U.S. agricultural exports," the federation said recently. "Japanese beef quotas expire
In March 1988, and meat industry
officials hope for increased access
to growing consumer demand."
As it is, sales of U.S. beef to
Japan are limited to 58,400 metric
tons of high-quality beef, the kind
of meat sold in the better hotels
and restaurants.
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today
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"Current sales of U.S. beef to
Japan are nearly $480 million annually, but sales could top $2
billion by 2000 if Japanese quotas
are eased and consumers are
educated on the attributes of
American beef," the federation
said.

Beef production declining
WASHINGTON ( AP — Higher
market prices spurred farmers
and feedlot operators to boost
grain-fed cattle production this
spring, but Agriculture Department analysts say consumers will
have less total beef than they did
last year.
"Beef production in 1987 is expected to decline 5 percent to 7
percent from a year earlier,
because continued large fed-cattle
slaughter will be more than offset
by sharp drops in non-fed
slaughter this spring and summer," the department's Economic
Research Service says.

COX ELECTRIC I
MOTOR REPAIR
Motor & Armature
Rewinding
Generators •Electric Tools
•Welding Machines & Air
Compressor Repair Service

ONE-DAY
GUARANTEED
SERVICE
Coils Accepted Anytime
201 S. 7th St. 753-1900
(Across from Porter Ford Body Shop)

'v
If your life revolves
around children, help them stay
out of trouble Teach your children about
the dangers of playing near electrical facilities
and touching power lines Don't let them learn
the hard way
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Beef consumption in Japan
averages less than 10 pounds per
year, retail weight, compared
with about 78 pounds for the
average American.
The federation said Japanese
beef consumption is expected to
nearly double by the turn of the
century.

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Co-op Corp.
753-5012

Further, bad weather in late
winter and reduced inventories in
feedlots resulted in fewer animals
sent to market, pushing up prices
of grain-fed cattle. On the Omaha,
Neb., market, for example,
choice-grade steers are selling for
more than $70 per 100 pounds, up
from the low $50s a year ago.
Encouraged by these returns
and low grain prices, producers
are putting more cattle into
feedlots.
On Monday, the USDA reported
that the number of cattle being fed
for the slaughter market as of
June 1 in the seven major beef
states totaled 7.52 million head, up
6 percent from a year ago and 1
percent more than inventories of
two years ago. The states produce
about three-fourths of the nation's
beef.

For All Your
Auto Part Needs
Stop By,

Ralph Darnell, soil ronservtion aide, left, and tharies Paschall,
manager, are standing In a newly-constructed rip-rap grade stabilization structure on Charles Hoke's farm southwest of Murray. This is a
conservation practice for erosion control.

Wheat program
announcement
delayed by USDA
WASHINGTON (AP — The
Agriculture Department is holding
up announcment of the 1988 wheat
program because of a disagreement within the Reagan administration over how much land
should be taken from production
next year.
Under the Food Security Act of
1985, next year's program was
supposed to have been announced
by June 1, including the percentage a farmer must idle in order to
qualify for price supports and
payments.
Deputy Secretary Peter C.
Myers acknowledged in a
telephone interview with farm
broadcasters on Wednesday that
the program announcement has
been delayed because of fighting
between USDA and the president's
Office of Management and
Budget.
The USDA view, held by
Agriculture Secretary Richard E.
Lyng, is that wheat farmers
should have to idle no more than
the 27.5 percent of their wheat
base, while WO wants a 30 percent acreage set-aside in order to
reduce federal spending.
Myers, who was reluctant at
first to respond to wheat program
questions, said a larger acreage
reduction would indicate to
foreign wheat producers that
"we're willing to back off and let
the rest of the world take over our
markets"
"We think just to save a very
questionable amount of dollars to

increase the set-aside is the wrong
signal to send to the world,"
Myers said. "It's the wrong policy
direction, as far as we're
concerned."
Myers, a Missouri farmer
before joining USDA, said the
United States shouldn't give up
any more hard-won foreign
markets than necessary, especially at a time when projections show
some progress in trimming the
huge U.S. wheat stockpile.
"Why should we continue to
raise the set-aside and penalize
our own producers?" he said.
"We're going to go forward with
what. we think is right."
Carl Schwensen, executive vice
president of the National Association of Wheat Growers, said he
agreed with the USDA view when
told of Myers' remarks.
But Schwensen said there is still
another reason for holding the line
on the size of the 1988 wheat
acreage set-aside.
Raising the requirement to 30
percent "is just cutting too deep
into (farmers') efficiencies, and it
causes them to idle so much land
their return is going to be affected," he said in an interview.
Schwensen said he was told that
the OMB's preference for a 30 percent set-aside would save up to
$200 million in the 1988 wheat program, costs which are spread over
two fiscal years. Total costs are
estimated at about $5.5 billion, he
said.

KEY AUTO PARTS
Hwy 121 South
Murray. KY 42071

(502) 753-5500

Quality Petroleum Products
belcher oil co. Inc.
403 S. L.P. Miller St.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-0212
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Capital spending by Industry;In wortfor 1985

Glen C. Hodges

J.P. Smotherman
J.P. Smotherman, 73, of 1416
Vine St., Murray, died Sunday at
3:32 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A retired employee of General
Motors, he was a member of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Boni May 10, 1914, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
John Pitts Smotherman and Minnie Radford Smotherman.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
May Spann Smotherman; one
daughter, Mrs. Ronald (Janice)
Quarters, Royal Oak, Mich.; six
sons, John Smotherman,
Maumee, Ohio, Larry Smotherman, Madison Heights, Mich.,
Wendell Smotherman, Fullerton,

Calif., Frank Smotherman, Carbondale, Colo., and Stephan
Smotherman and James Smotherman, Santa Monica, Calif.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Clover Boyd, Murray; two
brothers, George Smotherman,
Paris, Tenn., and Eugene
Smotherman, Frankfort; 11
grandchildren; three great.
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 3
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock.
Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Bob Dotson will officiate.
Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. tonight (Monday) at the

funeral home.

Frank A. Kaiser
Frank A. Kaiser, 80, of Rt. 8,
Murray, died today at 4:10 a.m. at
Murray•Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired railroad engineer, he
was a member of First Christian
Reformed Church of Lansing,
Mich., but had been attending
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
here for several years.
Born Dec. 2, 1908, in Hammond,
Ind., he was the son of the late
Albert Kaiser and Hattie Ladewig
Kaiser.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.

Dina S. Kaiser, to whom he was
married on May 19, 1928; one

daughter, Mrs. Andrew (Lois)
Clochina, and one son, Forrest
Kaiser, Highland, Ind.; three
sisters, Mrs. Kathrine Hamilton,
Highland, Ind., Mrs. Amelia
Cassaclay, Hammond, Ind., and
Mrs. Walter (Charlottee)
Mortens, Eagle Grove, Iowa; five
grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Fred Astaire, dancer and movie star,
dies today at Century City Hospital
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Fred
Astaire, whose debonaire
elegance and flowing, graceful
style made him the most acclaimed dancer in movie history, died
today of pneumonia. He was 88.
He died at Century City
Hospital, said spokesman Stan
Otake.
"I never thought a funny-looking
guy like me would be suitable for
pictures," Astaire once said, and a
studio executive once dismissed
him with the curt words: "Can't
act ... can't sing ... balding ... can
dance a little." His only Oscar, in
1949, was honorary.
But he enchanted movie-goers
for generations, dancing with
firecrackers, coat racks and
beautiful women. from Ginger
Rogers to Cyd Charism with an
ease that made ballet stars
envious.
Ballet choreographer George
Balanchine called him "the

greatest dancer in the world."
Ballet star Mikhail Baryshnikov
praised his "perfection," and
songwriter Irving Berlin said, "I'd
rather have Fred Astaire sing my
songs than anyone else."
For his part, the lean hoofer
from the Midwest who was famous
for white tie and tails but hated
formal attire was likely to credit
producers or his sister — his first
dancing partner — with his
succ
"I'

ing to be modest,
ought about myself
as Ni.' la4 told The New York
Times when he turned 80. "I'm
cold-blooded about dancing. I
wanted to make it good, then
make it better."
"I never cared for my singing
voice," he said, and he added that
there was no secret to his style —
"Just practice, sweat, rehersal
and worry."

Tutu's daughter calls for peace
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Peace and understanding are
needed to heal the atmosphere of
prejudice and hate apartheid has
created in South Africa, the
daughter of Bishop Desmond Tutu
says.
"We are all God's children and
co-workers in building His
kingdom," Naomi Tutu-Seavers

Community...
(C,ont'dfrom page 6)
Wednesday,June 34

"Summer Showcase" will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. at The
Stables, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
————
Covenant Prayer Group will
meet at 10 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Children's Day
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Basketmaking
Workshop from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1 : 0 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Skywalk at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. and Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center.

said Sunday. "Our lives are connected in a very potent way. It is
impossible to ignore each other's
pain and suffering, for my pain is
your pain, your suffering is my
suffering."
To Christians, she said, there
should be no such thing as an individual's problem.
"We can't say, 'That's your problem, not mine.' We may not allow
our brothers and sisters to be oppressed," she said.
"A Christian cannot and should
not be neutral in situations of oppression. By being neutral, we are
on the side of the oppressor."
Tutu-Seavers, whose father won
the 1984 Nobel Peace Prize,
brought her message to Louisville
at a Father's Day service at St.
Stephen Baptist Church.
She told how life under apartheid, the legal system of race
separation in South Africa, can
destroy an individual's selfesteem.
"One of the worst things about
apartheid, it makes a child of God
doubt that he or she is a child of
God," she said.
Tutu-Seavers has been making
speeches around the United States
as chairman of the Bishop Tutu
Refugee Fund of Hartford, Conn.,
an organization she founded two
years ago to help blacks who have
fled South Africa or have been
forced out by the country's whitesupremacist policies.

Glen C. Hodges, 74, of 003
Meadow Lane, Murray, died
Saturday at 2:54 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A Navy veteran of World War II,
he was a retired salesman of
building supplies. He was a
member of First Christian Church
and of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons.
Born Jan. 6, 1913, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
William Henry Hodges and Eddie
Josephine Barnes Hodges.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Lula Belle Beale Hodges; one
daughter, Mrs. Richard (Mary
Pat) Thomas, and two grandchildren, Miss Dusty Thomas and
Richard Glen Thomas, all of
Evansville, Ind.; three nieces,
Mrs. James Rudy (Neva Grey)
Allbritten, Murray, Mrs. D.H.
Doeh, Fort Thomas, and Mrs. Bet-

Final rites for Miss Inez Stewart
were Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Greg Earwood and the
Rev. Tom Moody officiated.
Pallbearers were Kenneth
Geurin, Jackie Geurin, Donnie
Parker, Hugh Fuqua, Bill McCallon and Jeff Orr.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to American Heart
Fund or favorite charity. Miss Stewart, 82, of 310 North
Sixth St., Murray, died Thursday
at 6 p.m. at West liesw Nursing

daughter-in-law, Mrs. Betty Reed,
and one niece, Mrs. Kieth (Katie)
Letterman, Murray; four grandchildren, Steven Reed, Murray,
Richard Reed, Paducah, Paul
Reed, Sedalia, and Patricia
Cheatham, LynnvWe; five greatgrandchildren.
Services are today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. Jerrell White
and the Rev. Chester Culver are
officiating.
Pallbearers are Paul Reed,
Steven Reed, Fred Johnson, Kieth
Letterman, David Letterman and
Edwin Jones. Entombment will
follow in the mausoleum at Murray Memorial Gardens.

County, he was the son of the late
Jim Henry Farris and Ellen Burton Farris. One sister, Mrs. Novi
Patterson, is deceased.
Mrs. Jackson is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Charlotte Tabers,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Mary Ellen
Jones, Murray; two sons, Hubert
Jackson, Fort Myers, Fla., and
Kenneth Jackson, Murray; two
brothers, Herbert Farris, McClenny, Fla., and Hardy Farris,
Clarksdale, Miss.; 10 grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren.

Home.
Born May 20, 1906, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late C.A. Stewart and Dela
Elizabeth Geurin Stewart. One
sister, Mrs. Sally Flora Moore,
died in 1982.
She is survived by one brother,
Co. R.C. Stewart(USAF ret.) and
wife, the former Martha Jane
Blalock, San Antonio, Texas; two
nephews. Scott Stewart, San Antonio, and Charles Daniel Stewart
Seguin, Texas.
Miss Stewart was a member of
First Baptist Church and of
Euzelian Sunday School Class of
the church.
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Oak Ridge strike continues
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. (AP) —
About 4,100 production and
maintenance employees at a
federal nuclear weapons plant and
laboratory continued striking
after voting Sunday to reject a
contract package also voted down
by the union leadership, officials
said.
The strike prompted the shutdown of production at the Y-12
plant and has forced technicians to
assume duties of striking
employees at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, said Carol
Grametbauer, a spokeswoman for
Martin Marietta Energy Systems

Inc., which operates the two
facilities.
Ms. Grametbauer originally
said the strike shut down the
7,200-employee Y-12 plant but
later clarified that while production was halted by the 3,200 striking workers, the remaining 4,000
employees would still report for
work.
Members of 17 unions
represented by the Atomic Trades
and Labor Council voted
1,479-1,454 against the package. officials said. Their delegates also
rejected the contract Saturday
night on a 23-20 vote that sent
workers to the picket lines.

Gas prices may keep climbing
LOS ANGELES 1AP. —
Gasoline prices may climb
throughout the summer even
though moderating wholesale
price increases slowed hikes at the
retail level during the last two
-ks, an analyst said.
The average pump price for all
grades rose about one-third of a
cent per gallon during the period,
said Trilby Lundberg, president of
the bi-weekly Lundberg Survey

Hog market
report listed
Federal-State Market News Senice
June LI. 11167. Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 4 Buying Stations.
Reoelpla: Act. Ital Est. 4011 Barrows & rafts .25 .50
blither. Sows steady 1.110 bliber
$43.25.43.50
US 1-2 2110-264 Lb..
$1I.25 63.25
US 1110-210 Lb..
$537553.25
US 2.1 215-2611 Lb..
*51.7552-75
US 34 160-2111 Lb..
Sows
US 1.2 275.360
US 1-3 351.451
US IS 4613540
US 1-3 51034511
US 1.3 3613549
Boars

and publisher of an oil industry
newsletter.
By comparison, prices rose an
average 1.15 cent a gallon between
May 22 and June 5, and .97 cent a
gallon in the two weeks before
that.
But prices could rise sharply in
the coming weeks if more vacationers take to the roads and boost
demand, Ms. Lundberg said
Sunday.
On Friday. the nationwide
average price for all grades of
gasoline, including taxes, was
99.12 cents a gallon.
That was up 0.38 cent per gallon
since June 5.
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Community-Wide Singing
Sunday, June 28th
2:00-4:00 p.m.
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church
Calloway-Marshall County Line Hwy. 1824
Presented by the Local Methodist Churches
EVERYONE WELCOME'

PAT GOSSUM

ADULT DAY HEALTH CARE SERVICES
NOW AVAILABLE at
FERN TERRACE LODGE
a

Cherish those memories. ..
Take Advantage of our "Reunion Specials"
Tor

wood, soloist, and Oneida White,
organist.
Pallbearers are William
Thomas, Charles Beale, Neal
Sellars, Charles Hoke, Allen McCoy and Codie Caldwell. The
Baraca Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church is serving as
an honorary group.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens with Masonic
rites at the gravesite.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to First Christian
Church of First Baptist Church.

Miss Inez Stewart

Family Get-Togethers? High School Reunions?

2

The funeral is today at 2:30 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. David Roos
and Dr. Greg Earwood are officiating. Music is by Nell Ear-

Mrs. Meda Farris Jackson
Graveside rites for Mrs. Meda
Farris Jackson were Sunday at 4
p.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Kenny
Jackson, Danny Jackson, Tripp
Jones, Brad Jackson, Jim Hilton
and Bob Farris.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Jackson, 87, died Friday at
7:40 p.m. at West View Nursing
Home. She was a member of
University Church of Christ.
Born Nov. 10, 1899, in Calloway

324%

ty Lewis, Louisville; one nephew,
Bill Hodges, Lebanon, Tenn.

Roy Ellison
Roy EWson, 70, of 315 North
Fifth St., Murray, died Saturday
at 9:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Retired from the Tennessee
Valley Authority, he was a
member of Poplar Spring Baptist
Church and Woodmen of the
World.
Born Dec. 3, 1906, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Josh Ellison and Katie McCuiston
Ellison.
He was preceded in death by one
stepson, Billy Reed, and one
sister, Mrs. Annie B. Counts.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Anna Waggoner Ellison, to whom he
was married on Nov. 21, 1952; a

I Elm&

othefi
24.9

1505 Stadium View Drive
Buy any black & white or
sepia tone print,
3% x 5 or 5 x 7, and get
one of equal value FREE.
•

ei off any "Reunion Group" order
um & w or Oil. Specials good through July 11th with ad 1
5°1
7

Tifila's Photo Arts

Open:
Moe. FYI
1/.5

Hwy. 441 S. (Old Nesbitt Bldg.)

492-8198 84.i. sy

Appt.

11

IV'
1
1;
11611

tir 11.

4g:
1

)

WE PROVIDE:
*A Comfortable,Safe Setting For Persons In
Need Of Supervision Or Stimulation,
*A Well Balanced, Nutritious Noon Meal &
Two Snacks.
*Supervision Of Self Administration Of
Medicines.
*Monitoring of Health Needs i.e. Medics
tions, Blood Pressure.
*Social And Recreational Activities i.e. TV,
Discussions, Exercise, Games, Etc.

Service is provided 4-8 hours per day, families
can work or run errands and be assured a
relative is receiving quality care by trained
professionals.
Financial Assistance for Qualified Clients
Funding Provided In Part Under A Contract
With The Purchase Area Development
District and The Kentucky Cabinet of Human
Resources.

Contact: Glada Dodd, GLPN/Adm.; Jerry Kalberer, Assist/Adm.
758-7109
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CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply
If your present policy
is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
newer
the
of
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-411111
-free Mee/ deem ~vine

You're not
getting ceder,
you're petting
better!!

THE Goldwest
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky 247 6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, lint gold chains
"We sell for less," "We
guarantee it " Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

Happy

Birthday
Shirley
VonSchooch

2

Reties

Hazel City Nall
Juno 29th
6:30 p.m.

Kat

will

a
public hearing on
the Road Aid Fund
Budget. All cornThere

You're Still
Our Kitten

be

COMMUTER

to
Chicago needs riders
Call 901 642 1710 or 312
331 MS

NEW

Concord Ferro,/
Hair Station will now be
open on Tuesday 9A PA
6P Aa Perms, $20 Frost
and color 436 2714
REGAL pageants and
baby contest, Boys 1
month 6 years Girls 1
month
any age
(married or single)
Thousands in prizes
Write free brochure
2105 Shadybrrok Lane
Dothan. Ala 36303

Love,

meMs & sugges-

Mom & Dad

tions are welcome.

PUBLIC HEARING
The Murray City Council will hold a public
hearing on June 30, 1987, 7:00 p.m.. Council
Chambers, to hear comments from the public
regarding the proposal to construct a new police
facility The need for such a facility and the site
for the facility. All interested citizens are urged
to attend this public meeting
Holmes Ellis,
Mayor

INVITATION TO BID FOR
PROPERTY INSURANCE
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for property insurance for the Calloway County School
District until 1:30 p.m.. Monday, June 29,
1987.
Specifications will be on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education Office
Building, 2110 College Farm Road. Murray.
Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms there.
The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any irregularities
In bidding.

in Memory

In Loilag Memory
of our son
Terry Lee Scarbrough
who so tragically lost
his life one year ago
He is sadly mIllatd by
all his brothers and
sister and
their
families and all who
knew him He was a
special kind of per.
son.
I cannot say
And I will not say
That he Is deadHe is just away
With a cheery smile
And a wave of the
hand
He has wandered in
to an unknown land
And left us dreaming
How very fair
It needs must be
Since he lingers there
So think of him
Faring on. as dear
In the love of there
As the love of here.
Think of him still
As the same, I say
He is not deadHe's just away'
Mom & Dad
Dennis, Jeff, Tim
Richard & Diana &
Families

S. Lest and Found

. Help Wanted

LOST- I-in mite on 94
Ea$t 6-year old male
tricolor seam* with
collar, name Reward
753-4641, 8A.M SP M.,
Monday-Friday.

FLEA Market, open
Monday
Friday New
items weekly 917
Coldwater Rd

4

Happy
Birthday

2.Netice

5

Lost and Found

LOST
Small female dog,

8 years old. part
poodle. light tan &
blonde w/black on
ears short curly
hair, over weight,
weighs 25 lbs
Her name is "Kelly".
Lost sotP
,Of Murray in
New Providence area
on George Shoemaker
Rd

$500 Reward
Call 753-1362
between 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
after 5 p.m. 438-2208.

FULL-time sales associate with manage
merit skills needed for
mans retail sales. Must
be personable and en
thusiastic. Must have
flexible hours. Salary
8. Help Wanted
based on experience.
tIABYSITTER needed Send resumes to. 402
starting July 6th for Main St., Murray, Ky.
Mondays, Wednesdays 42071.
and Fridays,
7A N. SP N. Call 753
Asst. Director of
1012.
nursing position
FEDERAL, State I
Civil Service ,Jobs $16,
available for a
707 to 559,1411/ year,
Registered Nurse
now hiring! Call Job
who is Interested in
Line 1.515,459 3611 Ext.
F-827 for info. 24HR.
long term care. ExFULL time mature
cellent salary &
Sales associate needed
benefits. Contact
for mens retail sales.
Must be personable and
Lanny Harvey, Adenthusiastic. Salary
ministrator, at
based on experience.
Heritage
Manor,
Send resumes to 402
Main St , Murray, Ky.
247-0200.
42071
ho experience
HIRING! Government necessary
Needed
jobs your area. $15,000 people with good corn
566,000 Call (602)838
munications skills and
8883 Ext. 684.
warm outgoing per
ItOUSEKEEPEg sonalities. Above aver
needed, some babysit
age wages to $100 per
ting, 1 or 2 days a week
week Excellent for
housewives, students or
Send resumes to P 0
Box 1040-0.
others needing flexable
LOCAL progressive hours. Work from
Charlie
company in Western home. Write
KY/TN is seeking Winters Winter & Co.,
Paris,
Tn.
264,
Box
individual with a suc
ceSSful work history in 38242
OVER the road truck
sales/sales manage
ment. If you are looking driver needed. 2 years,
verifiable experience,
growth
for a dynamic
oriented position with a East Coast experience
market leader this is an 502/3653110.
excellent career oppor PERSONABLE
tunity. This is a top organized person with
level sales executive knowledge of account
position with great op
ing and basic computer
portunity for advan
skills, retail experience
cement based on merit
helpful but not neces
Be part of a successful sary. Send resume to
sales team. if you have 402 Main St. Murray,
the qualifications send KY
resume to: P 0. Box
10400, Murray, KY.
Full or Port-Timo
NEED a job' 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
CEO or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a E0E.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council JTPA. Call
to start
J T.P.A. Out Of School
753 9378 between 830
Cali 443-6460
12.005 days a week

I. Nola Wanted

14. Want te Buy

REGISTERED nurses COMMODORE 64
for home health. Excel computer, complete or
or
lent salary/ benefits. parts. Days, 7
8A.M-4:30P.M., Mon- nights, 753-6194. •
day through Friday 9/ANT 10 buy: standing
with some on call hours. timber on shares or will
Contact: ContinueCare pay cash. For sale:
Home Health Agency, Portable welder, 400
104 N. 5th St., Suite 201, amp, $5500 or best offer.
Murray. Ky. 42071 or 433-4291 or 753-0467.
call 753-1434. E.O.E.
IS. Articles tor Sale
TAKING applications
for employment- Cooks, TAPPAN gas range,
waitresses and drivers. almond, $300; GE
No phone calls. Darcy's SPacemaker microwave
oven, touch-pad, 1300;
Pizza Villa of Murray.
URGENTLY seeking both in excellent cond.
RNs for all patient care Also, brand new Schwinn
areas; ICCU, 12 hr. Air Dyne stationary
shifts; ER, OB/Med. bicycle. $500. 527-8827.
Surg. Contact: Oweata
L. Williams, RN, 16. Haan Furnishings
Director of Nursing,
ARLY America style
Marshall County solid cherry dining
Hospital, Benton, KY. room set, including
502-527-1336. Come join large hutch, 2 extra
family.
leaves, 6 chairs. Glass
W
ourANE D : an ex- dinette set with 3 chairs.
perienced sheet metal Desk, chair with ottoworker for a heating & air man and antique clock
conditioning company. 753-0421.
Must know layouts & installation. Send resume to 19. Farm Equipment
P.O.Box 310 CQ, Paris, WOLOTAPE model
TN 3842.
ag. meas. wheel with
rept. counter, bumper
9. Situation Wanted
hitch $100; Oakfield
model B soil sample kit,
would like to do $35; Oakfield model A
babysitting in her home soil sample kit, $70;
in New Concord area. Irridometer- soil mois436-5637.
ture meters, $40; honey
GENERAL house and of- bee's and extracting eq.
fice cleaning. 5 years ex- 759-1514 after 8P.M.
perience. References
supplied 759-4604 or753- 20. Sports Equipment
8642.
OLT balTs 55, 56 and st;
per dozen; Spaulding
10. Business Opportunity
golf clubs, bag and cart,
$75. Ken- 753-6668.

666

EXPERIENCED nurse

AMERICA'S II COME
(TOE NAME IN 11.11.A4
DISTRIOUTORSHIP
ENSULATI OWN NOYES
$40110 Immatummf

pfeasant, high profit,
110tin business restocking
(TIMM CAlt) local outlets
with biggest name in coffee
industry. 011 TSAR ow
eactouCT stocked by every
maior food store. Enjoys
lifetime repeat business.
Must aspire up to
INCOME OF
6700 WEEK UP
TRAM applications NOT
considered! Interviews
granted ONLY to strictly

2 2 . Musical
LOWEPY Magic Genie 91
organ. $3600. New. $1800
or best offer. 753-6172.

27. Sisals Hems tar Sae
14140 1911 ATLANTIC
mobile home, 2 bed
room, central heat and
air, stove, refrigerator
with ice maker, dishwasher, large front
kitchen. Excellent condition. Paris Landing
area. $8,750. Call
901-642-25311.
1974 MONGOMERY
12x60 mobile home,
partially furnished. Call
after 5P.M. 759-4450.
'66 MODEL 10x50,
bedroom, 1 bath, all
pas. 53003. 474-11056.
BUILDING house mug
sell or take over
payments. 1984 14x60 2
bedrooms, 1 bath,
$9,900. 489-2868 after
6P.M.
OUBLEWIDE
Located near Kentucky
Lake Great summer
home. 753-8964.
MOBILE home 8x32,
double axle, air, power
pole, $995. Call 753-8061

Mobile Moms,
*Ms Hew Apts.,
Ids tor rut
Lots as low
$65.00
Apts. as low
$99.00
Homes as low
$135.00
SEE US NOW
FOR A 0000 DEAL!

Riviera Courts
Hwy. 641 North
Murray, KY
Section 8 housing avail
end/or welcorne

24. Miscellaneous
28. Mobil, Homes tor Rent

For Sale

16x40, CAP t lot, for I
or 2 people, 121 North.
$85 per month. Call
Carpet
489-2595.
AND 2 bedroom
yds. 1trailers
225
in city limits.
No pets. 753 9866 or
Off White
753 2365.
3 BEDROOM, East side
From
of Murray. $130 month
QUALIFIED pr.-scrammed
10 a.m. 6 p.m.
plus $130 deposit. 753
applicants
Cot
the
foio
9227 after 5:30P.M.
two of responding to ad)at
Call 753-6448
1 OR 3 BR, furnished or
II) Time owsilobio to service ocAfter 6 p.m. call unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
counts IDoys, Evenings,
753.3265
electric, air conWeekends;
ditioned Shady Oaks
By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE
t2) MUST ifiCtliN DOC.
4 LOTS in Murray 753-5209.
~ono Pe001 of required
Memorial Gardens, $550 TRAILER for rent see
NON for inventory NOW or
each. 247-9441 or 247- Brandon Dill at Dill's
SANK CAT TON OF !UPONTrailer Court.
3986.
nue TO AD).
BETTER built storage
{3) Teor Car and Phone Number
buildings, now on dis- 31. Want to Rent
Write 804 1040-N c/a /Ns POW
play at Treas in
C house on
Murray. 8'x12' starting waterfront. Excellent
at $585. Call L.E. tenant. Professor at
11.Instruction
Williams. 489-2663.
M.S.U. No pets or
FOR sale- Console TV; children. Need by
LEARN TO DRIVE
stove; 15' freezer; August 1 or earlier.
gas
TRACTOR-TRAILER
twin bed; bedroom Please call Pat in
su;te; washer and Louisiana 318 988 0650
dryer; riding lawn or leave information
mower and tiller. 436 with secretary in
2560.
Communications Dept.
we
en sanamirecaNIMUN Ore
• WOMEN .1..-10•0 I. S4 ,>••••".
GOOD used air at M.S.U. 762-4483. Will
ow,
'MA Aar Am* war.,
conditioners- 110 volt & be in KY June 23-26 to
r
Atalleted Weal
220 volt, refrigerators, look for house.
Finenost Aid aroasen
freezers, electric ranges
ALLIANCE
32. Apts for Rent
Hodge & Sons 753-4669.
,441.:tuft M.A.,PLA0.1.1,
•It.
JD 212 riding mower, 1,
O3 6edroom
48" deck, $1500. ATC apartments, nicely
Call Toll Free Anytime
rack/ 110/90/125M, furnished, located near
550. 759-1514 after 8P.M.
campus. Days, 753-6111;
JUNE Special- New nights, 753-0606.
push -mowers• Wheel 1 BEDROOM apart1 4 . Want to Buy
Horse- Toro- Southland. ment located 1628-B
1937, 38, 39, '40, '41. From $109 and up. Miller Ave. $150 rent
Murray High School An- Stokes Tractor, Indust- and deposit. Call 753Whine all the young farm animals go to smoke
nuals. Call 753-2275.
rial Rd., 733-1319.
3415 before 5P.M., 753LARGE, large, large 7123 after 5P.M.
selection of storage 1 BEDROOM, duplex
buildings in stock for apartment. Stove and
immediate delivery. refrigerator furnished.
Acree Portable 2 blocks from UniversBuildings, Mayfield, ity. $135 per month, $100
Ky. 502-247-7831.
deposit. No pets. Phone
Puzzle
Previous
Answer to
ACROSS
45 informer
OP1TMOL The Ni
753-4845 days; 435-4181
child
47
Unruly
for
cycle
engine
oil
now
evenings.
1 Slender finial
4 cycle also. See at 1 BEDROOM furnished
49 Retained
4 Arsenic
50 Desert
Stokes Tractor, Indust apartment. Partial
symbol
&ostler
rial Rd., 753-1319.
utilities paid. No pets,
6 "- At Sea"
52 Goddess of
PORTABLE GE Pot
no children. 753-9741.
11 discord
scrubber dish washer,
Convention
1 BEDROOM duplex
54 The two of us
deluxe model, good near downtown and
13 Leaves out
Negative
55
condition.
Excellent
15 Either
hospital. Mature person
prefix
buy, $75. 753-7430 after desired. Depoiit re16 Nullifies
Manage
56
5:30P.M.
18 Greek better
quired. 436-5336 or 75359 Calcium
RUBBER bed mats for 0807.
19 Exists
all
pick-ups.
Stokes
521 Withered
furnished
61 Knickknack
Tractor, Industrial Rd. 1 BEDROOM
22 Hart
apartment. A/C, no
colloq
753-1319.
24 Distribute
pets. 121 North next to
63 Loose
SERVICE after the sale
26 Band worn
fairgrounds, 753-3139.
overcoat
at Stokes Tractor, Inaround waist
3 BEDROOM apart
65 Droops
dustrial Rd., 753-1319.
28 Airline info.
at Em68 Hebrew
TORO the #1 Weed ments for rent
29 Aromas ,
Apartments.
month
trimmer. See at Stokes bassy
31 Pack away
67 Perform
Tractor, Industrial Rd., Families and married
33 Hoop. rm.
couples welcomed. Now
6 Hates
753-1319.
substance
34 Habit
DOWN
renting 1 bedroom
7 Tavern stock
17 Macaws
USED riding mowers, apartments. Call 75338 Hurried
8 To overlook
20 Sluggish
all sizes and all prices.
I The self
38 Theron
9 Actor Ammo:
Stokes Tractor, Indust- 3530.
23 Tellurium
52 Stage
10 Lawmaking
1 or 2 BEDROOM
rial Rd., 753-1319.
3 At home
5body
apartment near down24 Serve the
42 Uncanny
4 Sts. relation
12 Half an em
town Murray. Call 753purpose
air
conditioners.
Call
5 wise persons
14 Sweetening
4109, 762-6650 or
25 God of love
Dill Electric 759-1577.
436-2844.
27 Fond wish
WE now have Briggs
30 SupercNious
and Tecumseh engine I BEDROOM duplex in
person
parts. For all your Northwood, $265 per
32 Equals seven
service needs see us at month. 729-4106.
days
Stokes Tractor, Indust- / BEDROOM duplex,
miles East of Murray.
35 Soup vessels
rial Rd., 753-1319.
$165 a month, $100
37 Attracted
deposit. 753-1566.
38 Retinue
26. TV -Radio
39 Restricted
OWN gable
tEASE
TO
OWN
41 Young
townhouses in Benton
with
remote,
console
TV
salmon
now available for leas$53 a month. Murray
43 S.A. creeping
ing. Enloy the quiet,
733-8201.
Rental
&
Sales.
plant
peaceful life. Custom
LEASE TO OWN- Wir- decorated, 2 and 3
44 Latin
eless
remote
VCR,
$32
a
coniunction
bedroOM, 1 1/2 and 2
month. Murray Rental 1/2
46 Tantalum
baths. Spacious
Saws. 753-8201.
design, fully equipped
5OWNW'
,LEASE
TO
4$ Crown
kitchens. All maintencolor TV, $25 a month. ance provided. These
51 Cook in hot
Rental
&
Sales.
Murray
water
units myØt be seen to
753-001.
53 Pierce
appreciate their qual57 - roost
ity. 527-1481 for an
V. Maas Nooses tor Sale
56 Actor
Marshall
nelf
l irtrailer
r
f:A
i tt
n:
ierOr 7 BR apts.
so Emmet
12x60, 3 bedroom 1-1/2 Water furnished. Start62 Agave plant
baths, priced to sell. ing at 6144. Murray
84 "- Law"
Call 902-328 8759 Can be WOW Limited. Equal
seen In Coach Estates Neusing Opportunity.
3
Cell 7113-11119.

Man Of woman,
Flexible Hours,
No Investment,
Earnings
Opportunity.
$150-$300
per week

sq.

.s Or,
os
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Freddie Poe

'TAXING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

262-0000.
ON the market $20,00d
less than retail... Busi
ness building with deep
lot... Dial 753 1492 at
Century 21 to begin or
relocate your business.

Rex Camp's Backhoe Service
Installing City Sewer & Water Lines

753-9224

Looking for a place close to the lake?
We have it! Well maintained 3 bedroom Priced
In the 20's

MTG Better Homes
& Gardens 7534000

Call

S.

,s

'S

Bryan's
Lawn Service
Lawn Mowing & Trimming Services
at a price you can afford.
FREE ESTIMATES
CALL 753-0840
before 5 p.m. if you
think you're paying too much.

Bodeau Floor Sanding Co.
Dustless Sanding

Summer

Special

Any 12 X 18 room or less Sanding, Sealing &
Polyurethane Finish
-

'Since 1954

*180

"Your Satisfaction Guaranteed'
354-61 27

Rt. 4 Box 127

Benton, KY 42025

Lake Hwy. 79
Paris, TN
Call Collect 901-642-5661

CARS
87 Plymouth liorlzon-Auto, air, am/fm stereo.
only 5,000 mi., balance of 7yr/70,000 Mi. warranty, a.like new car without a new price. .

Was $7995...Now $7250.
85 VW Jetta...One-owner, 27,000 Mi., air, 5-sp ,
4-dr., am/fm stereo casette.

Was $7995. ..Now

oyster grey interior, extra clean local one-owner,
with all the power goodies. .

DON STIMSON ELECTRIC co.
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

753.5720

At The South End Of The 45 By Pass
Near The Cardinal Drive-In

1957 LINCOLN Mark II.
A real classic. Only 3000
built. $8,000. If interested in seeing this fine
car call Joe Lasater.
7534530 for an

AS Dick 675 Copy Machine wetand•Iasi Typewriter•
Ictor Adding Machine • Office Desk • Three-Office
hairs•Three-File Cabinets.

41

I.
t,

11

2

Is

Lincoln 225 Amp Welder, Stinger, Hood, Gloves •
Greenlee *6416 Wire PUITOI• Greenlee 0777 Rigid Sender wItyd. Pump, 11
/
4"Thru I". Rigid a 700 Threader
w/
1
4"Thru 2" Gies•Rigid.141-2/
1
4"Thru 4" Ole Head
•One Shot 2" Rigid Bender•Enerpec 11
/
4"MAI 2"EMT
Bender•Three-Rigld *460 Chan Vises•Two-Single
Spool Wire Rollers•Double Spool Wire Roller•TwoGreenlee * 7310 Knock Out Punch Driver Sets•Doyle
Model 73 Vacuum•Milwaukee Heavy Duty Poeta Sand
Saw • Rome Feebler • MANN Stud Driver • MNwaukee Electric Kammer•Three-Jack "A" Ladders•
Flv•-12' Sections Of Cable Trey • Twelve-Scaffoid
Sucks And Braces• Two-Temporary Poles• EightScaffold Wheels•Reedy Kerosene Neater•2 Ton Hyd
Service Jack•36" Pipe Meech•Moments Certrifugal
Pump•Pressure Spray Weaker System.
500-750' MOM THW Copper•al KVW Transformer•
Several Hundred Feet Of/
1
4"And %" Rope•Numerous
Strip Lights•Several Emergency Supply Packs And
Salasters•Numerous Breakers And Fixtures•&averse
Wail Fixtures And Display Lights • Approx. 300' Of
2200C Plugmold Blank Cover • Approx 200 of
4000C. 6000C Plugmold Cover• Approx. 140' of 11
/
4"
Rigid•400W ITT Outdoor Street Light

I.

ie
to

Odd Guentillee Of Electrical Contractor
Inventory Supplies That WIN Be Auctioned
in Lot Quantities"
TERMS: Cow-

Settlement De

appointment.

Tr CHEVY

impala, good
condition, $500 1 set of
15" chrome wheels. Call
759-4805 or 753-8430.
1 CUTLASS Supreme
1)
Brougham, air con-

ditioner, P.W., P.B.,
P.S., good condition.
Call after IP.M.
492-6977.
CADILLACS, Mercedes, Porsche, etc.

direct from Government. Seized in drug
raids. Available your
aria. Save *thousands&
216-453-3000, including

Sunday, Ext. A547

.
AU(
STATE BROKER
TAN( r AWN KENTUCKY 1101(1
I402) c„, I RNA,
t50), 6;11 hint,
SEUINO succtssFui sALES IN SI vf Hou STATES

Ter A Few Days'
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
SO2 7S3 2017

ihir

•
V'
?st4

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

753-5131

75 Chevy Mallbu-Local one-owner, must see
to believe, 50,000 miles, power and air. .

SAVE!!!

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
8. AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trans end Carrier dealer
for sales end service In Murray•TRANE
and Calloway County.

753-8181

Was $4995. ..Now

$4750

PPoi
oison Control

753-7588
502,753 1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE

Dunnaway's Body Shop
404 N. 4th Weirs
Murray, KY 42071

$3895

MICHELINMIME SO SIMS MK
.

/

. .

deb.

ONIVROO-PlYMOUTA---000011
1993 Nitt 91000 It PAM IN
19.1•446 Mow
Moo -914 94
SW 44

CARROLL
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Whatever It takes, we want to be
your oar and truck company

NM Pre* 1-10-14, wit

753-9841

Center Dr

off 641 N

IBehind old Boston Tea Party)

•Sirnulatect

M-F 8-5
convertible tops

•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
.Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952

, 1105 Peel.

tAtarrety, Ky.

-

Individualized logos &
drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates!
Call

1174
.,--

759-9567 after 4 p.m.

Hill Electric
24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
753-9562

Spouse Abuse
Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also datin9 violence

Will Clean House or Office
Call 753-6298
or 753-3781
..,............,

- .. • rt D

Was $4595....low 03775

CM MI41611

Res. 753-6965

753-1489 ......,v.., s..ftryr

4X4 trade-in, drives and runs new, auto, air,
power steering and brakes. . .

PEPPERS

Estimates Welcome•

IN VOIR RMS.

78 Dodge D-150 4X4...Local one-owner new

113

Your Ad Could Be Here
Call Classifieds
753-1916

Starting A New Business?

See us for all your building needs
Free Estimates
TVA Approved
Custom Cabinets Available

81 Ford Ranger. ..SWB Full size truck, V-8,

"Illweferor It Takeo
We IAN. Ti. Ile
lour I ar or Track Co."

Chuck Johnson Owner-Mechanic
Ph. 502-759-1158 days 502-753-7204 nights

MURRAY. KY 42071

Rent the tools you need.
211 Main
753-8201
-Roberts & Walter Construction
Murray, Ky.
753-2926

Was $5195...Now '4550

Was $4496.. Now

CHUCK'S TRUCK SERVICE

HOWARD DUNCAN. OWNER

Bus. 753-8730

.

=

PH 502-759-4034 DAYS

82 GMC S-15.. .Full power and air, tilt, Cruise.
V-6, auto. .

power and air.

Phone
/532571

Greg's Vinyl Tops
1

15 Years Experience

TRUCKS
85 Ford Ranger...5-sp., sliding rear glass, arnitrn
Stereo, Sharp. .

*
icishind Bunny &we ILIA

24 HI. WACO Hwy 464 E., 1824 N., Almo, KY 42020
Truck wash, wrecker service, steam cleaning & tire repair

CENTER

$1975

MURRAY

*
4,
4,
•
-4,

Or******************171713

Cr/we-7/24

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

RENTAL SALES

am/1m, low mileage...

Was $2795...Now

SOO Our

409 SUNBURY

*
a

Murray Home & Auto

'VC`e

$2755

77 Plymouth Fury...One-owner new car trade,
not a nicer 77 model anywhere, power and air.
Was $2595...Now

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
showroom
-Drop by &

*
4,
*
*
*

79 Ford LTD...Good second car, power and air,

Need An Extra
Orts• from G.-n. At

All Types Of:
-•
*

911

RT 2 BOX 45A

Of Sale

JAMES R. CASH
at f

Cabinets

Truck Wash

$1995

*
*

Custom Kitchen

81 Mazda 626.. .Air, 5 sp., am/fm stereo, 4 dr.,
rear defrost, must drive to appreciate

Was $2595. ..Now

753
5940

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

$8395

am/fm stereo cassette, V-8. . .

frame I. trim carpentry

Dial-A-Service

works, 5-sp.

Was $3595.. Now

trees? We can beautify

C.E.'s
Remodeling & small
plumbing jobs.

753-6244

$3250

Was $9495...Now

gut-

your your yard by topping, Remodeling, patio and
Call shaping, dead-wooding fencing. D.L. Poole 435
free or removing dead or 4336.
estimate.
diseased trees For REMODELING inside
INSULATION blown in satisfaction call the and out, roofing, lawn
by Sears. TVA ap- proven professionals at care. Also, painting
proved. Save on those Bover's Tree Service interior and exterior.
high heating and cool- 753-0338. The competi Call Willie for free
ing bills. Call Sears tion knows us you estimate 436-2326.
7 5 3 2 3 1 0 for free should too.
ROCKY COLSON Home
estimate.
ODD job specialist, Repair. Roofing, siding,
ceiling
fans,
electrical,
electrician,
painting, plumbing,
LICENSED
residential and com- plumbing, fencing You concrete_ Free es
mercial. Air condition name it, I do it You timates. Call 474-2307 or
ing. Sales and service. buy, I install. You 753-6973.
Gas installation and break, I fix Cal! 436- SEWING Machine Re
repair for natural and 2868 evenings.
pair. All makes and
LP. Fred's Repair 753
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
7203.
machines. Also scissor
MOBILE HOME
sharpening. 40 yr,„
Specialist, Repair,
experience. All WOTK
leveling, underpinning,
guaranteed. Kennett-,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
Barnhili, 753-2674.
wiring, washing,
Stella, Ky.
hurricane straps 759
4850.
_753-9626
PAINTING. Interior ex
Terry Parrish
tenor, commercial re STUMP removal 10"
sidential. Free estimates, below surface. In
Appliance
25 years experience expensive, clean, no
Tremon Farris- 759 1987. lawn damage Sureway
Service
PAINTING interior, ex Stump Removal, 753
tenor. 25 years ex 5484. Free estimates.
753-0016
perience Quality work WET BASEMENT? We
Reasonable rates. Free make wet basements
estimates.' Yearry's dry. Work completely 56. Free Column
Painting 436-2245.
guaranteed. Call or BEAUTIFUL playful
PAINTING, carpentry write Morgan Con
kittens A box of kitten
and yard work Also, struction Co. Rt. 2, Box food with each kitten
small roof work 753 409A, Paducah, Ky. Free to good home
0424.
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
759 1087

Residential • Commercial
Interior & Exterior Painting
Sandblasting, Textured Ceiling
Parking Lot Marking
Window Washing
14 YEARS EXPERIENCE
FOR FREE ESTIMATE CALL

82 Plymouth Reliant Station Wagon.. .Local
One-Owner, perfect second family car. .

Sharp,47,000 mi.

Sears continuous
ters installed for
specifications.
Sears 753-2310 for

53 Services Offered
DUALITY workmanship

Keith Black Painting

$7575

SATURDAY, JUNE 27, 1987
moo AM.-RAIN OR SHINE

1981 RX7 MAZDA, below book value, sharp
car. 247-7695.
1984 CADILLAC Coupe. 1 owner with
52,000 actual miles, new
tires and brakes, all
options. Excellent condition. $11,000. Call
753-2424, days.
1985 CHEVROLET
Celebrity, 4 cyl., 4 door,
29,000 miles, very
sharp. 753-8040 or 7533050 after 6P.M.

limestone, gravel, topsoil and grading. Phone
753-1537.
PENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOREIGN car repair.
Specialist on all imported cars. Deisel or
fuel injected. 489-2279.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.

802 Chestnut.

83 Olds 98 Regency.. .2 dr., solid black with

Was $8350...Now

lots, seal coating and

striping. Also,

*7450

'83 New Yorker

GE MobileBase Unit, 59 Progress w70' Tower • GE
Master Executive II MobileRadio Unit•GE Mobile Unit

ID

5848 (home).

YAR15 landscaping,
leveling driveways,
blade work and bush hogging. Call 436-5430 or
753-0659.
COLLEY Tree Service.
Keep your trees in
shape by topping, pruning, deadwooding,
spraying, fertilizing, or
removal of unwanted
trees. Stump removal.
Complete tree care. 14
years experience. Free
estimates. 753-0366.
GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing &
painting, indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No job
to small. 474-8057.

ESTATE AUCTION

Sears 11 Horse Electric Start Riding Mower

V.

Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washers,, refrigerators, et4 Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 br 753
5341.
APPLIANCE Se‘iiiice on
all brands washers
dryers- refrigerators
freezers- electric ranges
air conditioners. George
Hodge & Son, #10 Dixie
land Shopping Center,
753-4669.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 26 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 436-

81 BMW...None like it in Paris, 2 dr air and the

1962 GMC Pickup, V-8, Automatic, 25,600 Miles•19 •
Oldsmobile. 4 Door•1956 Ford,4 Door•1985 Chevy.
4 Door•1955 Chevy, 4 Door•Storage Van Trailer•2
Axle Flat Bumper Hitch Trailer.

In

estimates. 753-0906.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Keivinator and

Peppers
Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge

Was $3995...Now

!r

repair.
Chimney cleaning
*Damper
•Masonry
*Bird screen *Hoods.
Free estimates.
753-0953.
A-1 STUMP Removal
Reasonable rates, 10"
below surface. Call us
before you decide. Free

SAVE SAVE

4 7 . Motorcycles
1948 HARLEY Hardtail,
custom paint, excellent
condition. $3600 or best
offer. 489-2822 or 39579431979 GS-1000 SUZUKI,
excellent condition, 14,000
miles, 2 helmets w/stere0
headphones & walkman.
$1600 firm. Call 753-7300.
1980 CB 650 HONDA,
14,000 miles. Good condition. Call 759-1959
after 4P.M.
1982 185-S HONDA
3-wheeler, $350. Can be
seen at 1407 Vine St.

patio, sidewalk, carport. Free estimates.
759-1202.
CUSTOM-built, single
tilt replacement windows, manufactured
locally. Jerry Atkins &
Associates. 753-1407.
CUT air-conditioning
costs with TVA ap proved solar screens.
Jerry Atkins & Associates, 7531407.

DIFIT-Y-T. Let our
mobile cleaner work for
you. We clean
53, Services Offered
aluminum sided houses,
mobile homes, trucks
A -I ENTERPRISE - and
trailers. Western
Dealer in gas and wood Kentucky Cleaning
burning appliances, of- Services. 527-7994.
fering full service inPaving stallation. Also, MITCHELL
Driveways, parking
fireplace

South. 753.3610 after
5P.M.
We Went Your Business
7 ROOM house, insulated,
Let Us Prove It
gas heat, clty water, New
Providence Rd. $28,000.
901-642-3900
Call 753-8061.
Hwy 79 W Paris
RY owner: 4 bedroom, I
bath ranch, great room
with fireplace, central 50. Used Trucks
air and 2 car garage,
double park like lot, 107T roAD fully
walking distance to customized van, motor
2 years old, new tires,
MSU. $69,500. 759-9904.
runs good. Asking $5000.
Can see at E-18 Fox
CHARMING 2 be
room, beautifully de- Meadows after 5P.M.
corated country home 1984 SILVERADO, red
on 3 acres, lovely and silver, short wheel
shaded yard, only 5 base, loaded, Eagle
miles West of Murray, tires and shocks, 1
owner, extra nice.
.
must sell. 753-9349.
FOR sale by owner: 1 $7500. 492-8352.
Bedroom, 2 bath house 1986 NISSAN King Cab,
in Canterbury. Family 1/2 ton, air conditioroom w/fireplace, din- n e r , JVC AM/FM
ing room. Large re- cassette, nice. $6400.
dwood deck, fenced 762-2559.
yard with lots of trees. '53 CHEVY pick-up,
Central air, gas heat, new paint, new interior,
TVA insulation, 2 car sharol 753-4044.
garage. $75 ,000.
51. Campers
753-9520.
OWNER says sell! Gef /2i/2l TANbEM axle,
offer! 3 bedroom brick, air and awning, sleeps
1 bath with garage. 8. 12' fiberglass boat.
Available now. Cole- 753-7833.
man Real Estate, 753
52. Boats-Motors
9898.
REDUCED Moving
must sell- 3 bedroom 14' JON boat with 20HF
brick, aluminum trim, Johnson trolling motor
new carpet, new dis- and seats, $550. Can be
hwasher, new roof, nice seen at 1407 Vine St.
neighborhood. 801 15' STARCRAFT bass
Sunny Lane. Call 753- boat, 50HP Mercury,
7458.
new seats and carpet.
$1250. Also, free pup'THIS new listing has pies. 753-9785 after
just been redecorated 5P.M.
with ultimate of pride.
Unusual cream carpet
appears hand
crocheted. Four bedrooms plus office, rec
room, country kitchen
and summer kitchen.
Call us now at Century
21, 753-1492.

4 9 . Used Cars

3-

walk-through windshield with top, $5HP
Mariner, $2100. Sharp!
753-9765 or 753-3254.
D- 14' V•bottom
alumacraft boat. Call
436-2634.
NOUSEBOAT 34'
fiberglass, 310 inboard
engine, generator,
newly painted, stereo
and tape player,
microwave, etc. Fully
equipped. Call 436-2209
after 6P.M.

Dan Taylor

system. Suprisingly at

ih

52, llosts•Notors

la

NICE private 2 bed- fordable. 759-4472 or
room, stove, refrigera- 753-0044.
tor, disposal, in FOR sale or rent- 25x415
Murray. References, store front, 5 rental apts.,
deposit, married large lot, 1303 Chestnut
couples only. 492-8594.
St., adjoining MSU. 615-

3

$3. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
16 GALAXY sid beat CONT-RETE work, GUTTERING by Sears. NEED work on your

34. Names ler Rent
32. Apts for Rent
44. Lots for Selo
49, Used Cars
BEDROOM. Water, t ACRE weeded
DUPLEX" for rent, 1
rear IMPORT Auto Salvageblock from MSU cam- washer, dryer and ap- Southwest School. 6$500. Motors, transmissions,
pus. $165 per rtmleth. pliances furnished. Call 753-5233 after 6P.M.
starters, alternators,
Natural gas No pets. RENTUCKY Lake hr.
753-1914 or 753-2649.
etc. Come see our
753-3177.
FIRST monlii rent free
acre, 12x60 mobile prices. 474-2325.
BEDROOM, central home, septic and well,
for cleanep. 507-A Poplar. $175 a month. N/A, appliances fur- $16,503. Home- 554-8121
nished, county. Also, 3 or Office- 442-3632. Ow527-7397.
bedroom townhouse and ner financing.
(Fcritwly of Murray & Fulani
MUR-Cal apts. Nor- 3 bedroom city. Cole
NICE lot on 121, 6-14
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. man RE, 733-9898.
natural
on
miles
North
Now renting. Equal
UNIQUE 1 bedroom on
$3600.
Housing Opportunity. Olive St. Large yard, gas lines. 1110x300,nights
Days- 753-1953 or
(Formerly of Benton)
759-4914.
patio. No children or 753-0870.
NICE 1 bedroom and pets. Lease, deposit.
Chevrolet
nice 2 bedroom apart- $300. 7531913 evenings.
Oldsmobile
ments near university,
46. Homes for Sale
carpet, gas heat, water 37. Livestock-Supplies
Cadillac, Inc.
BEDROOM house and
furnished. No pets.
tIMMENTAL and 2 lots overlooking Ken419-2244.
of
Paris, TN
Simbrah bulls. Per- tucky Lake, Pine Bluff
NICE 1 bedroom apar- formance
Shores, $12,000. Days&
semen
tment near University.
OM Factory
753-6660; nights 753No pets. Deposit. Call tested. Excellent qual- 6121.
ity.
$650
&
up.
Cadiz,
Executive
after 5P.M. weekdays
I BEDROOM, 2 bath,
Ky. 522-8794.
or anytime weekends
1967
Olds Firwus LX
brick home on 15 acres.
7534393.
1987 Choy Celebrity
43. Real Estate
Central heat and air,
NICE 2 bedroom un1 9871081PSeville
saleFOR
by owner: fireplace, 2 car garage,
furnished apartment.
deck and patio. Located
1987 Olds Toronado
bucImmaculate
1983
Stove, refrigerator,
7 miles East of Murray
1987 Olds Calais GT
central air and heat. No caneer, 24x60 doublew- on Dr. Douglas Road.
1987 Choy S-10 Blazer
bath,
3
bedroom,
2
ide,
pets. $265 month. 753$72,500.
Phone
436-5574.
with brick foundation
198C4CIMKP Eldorado
I
BEDROOM,
2
bath,
Approximately 1-1/2
98eico4.CaSeville
NICE 2 bedroom, Hazel acres, including large den, living room, rec.
1986 Olds Gutless
Hwy., no pets, central deck and satellite room, double garage
1986 Olds Toronacio
air and heat. 492.8634.
with storage. 2 miles

15021 480•2153

Bob Dial
1502. 489-2739

No Job Too Small

CONSTRUCTION
DIAL
Garages &
Remodeling,
Decks.

Addidona

Garage Doors, Openers & Repair

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.

'2*
p.

•

PAIGE la

TILL NIUSIMAY LEDGE& & MIMICS

MONDAY,JUNE MI, 1957

Fight over vocational education ignores larger problem: official
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
state official says "major
surgery" is needed to overhaul the
system of educational governance
so the needs of the majority of
Kentuckians are not overlooked.
The comments Thursday by
Robert Spillman came during
another legislative meeting over
the future of vocational education
and the ongoing squabble over
what agency should govern it.
Spillman, who was the lead staff
member of a gubernatorial study
panel on vocational education,
said the argument over whether a
separate vocational education
board should be created ignores a
larger issue.
Spillman said the State Board of
Education is rightly concerned
with elementary and secondary
education programs. The Council
on Higher Education looks out for
state universities.
Overlooked are the thousands of
Kentuckians who never graduated
from high school and will never attend college.
"We simply cannot afford to

write off those people without a
high school diploma and that's
what you're doing with the present
system," Spillman told members
of the Subcommittee an Vocational Education of the interim
joint Committee on Education.
What is needed is a separate
board to oversee vocational
education and all adult education
programs.
"I am convinced that major
surgery is what is needed at this
point," Spillman said.
"I cannot assure you that changing governance is going to fix it,"
Spillman said. "The only thing I
can be certain of (is) if we don't
change governance, it can't be
fixed."
The fight over who should
govern vocational education in
Kentucky has raged for years.
Currently, some vocational programs are operated by local
districts, state vocational schools
are under the auspices of the
Department of Education and
community colleges and the
private sector also have their

share of programs.
The result of such division,
critics say, is that voe,ational
education has not received the attention it deserves.
Deputy Superintendent Dan
Branham acknowledged that
vocational education programs
have not been properly promoted
by the Department of Education,
but he said all that is needed is
more money and an update of existing programs.
"The department is going to be
a squeaky hinge for vocational
education," Branham pledged.
Two representatives of vocational education teachers also cautioned against dratsic changes.
Gerald Sloan of Somerset, an official with the Kentucky Vocational Association, said creating a
new board to oversee vocational
education would further split
already inadequate resources.
Tony Nunn of Elizabethtown,
also an official with the association, said vocational educators
fear creation of a new board.
"I think one of the main reasons

Court rules in abuse case from Kentucky
WASHINGTON lAP ) — The
Supreme Court ruled Friday that a
person accused of sexually abusing a child does not have a right to
attend a pretrial hearing at which
the child's competency to testify is
determined
By a 6-3 vote, the justices
reinstated the sodomy conviction
of a Kentucky man who was barred from attending a hearing at
which two young girls were
questioned.
The ruling is expected to have
an important bearing on child sex
abuse cases as state legislatures
examine ways to broaden protection for children.
Justice Harry A. Blackmun said
that excluding defendants from
such pretrial hearings does not
prevent effective crossexamination of the children who
later may take the witness stand
in open court.
The defendant in the Kentucky
case had the opportunity for full
and effective cross-examination of
the two witnesses during trial," including the opportunity then to
challenge their competency to

testify, Blackmun said.
The ruling overturned a decision
by the Kentucky Supreme Court in
the case of Sergio Stincer.
He was convicted of sodomizing
three young children in Christian
County, Ky.. in October 1983. Prosecutors said Stincer sexually
abused two sisters, ages 8 and 7,
and a 5-year-old boy after the
children's mothers left his home to
shop for Stincer's birthday party.
Stincer was sentenced to 20
years in prison.
The Kentucky Supreme Court,
in throwing out the conviction,
said Stincer was denied his constitutional right to confront
witnesses against him because he
was excluded from the competency hearing held by a judge behind
closed doors
Stincer's lawyer attended the
hearing and asked the girls questions. Both were found competent
to testify at trial.
Blackmun said the questioning
of the girls at the competency
hearing was limited
The questions "were directed
solely to each child's ability to

recollect and narrate facts, to her
ability to distinguish between
truth and falsehood and to her
sense of moral obligation to tell
the truth," said Blackmun.
Child welfare authorities argued
that Stincer's presence at the
hearing might have been intimidating to the children because
they were traumatized by sexual
abuse.
But in a dissenting opinion Friday, Justice Thurgood Marshall
said the Constitution guarantees
defendants will be permitted to
confront their witnesses at crucial
proceedings.
Stincer's exclusion from the
hearing "constitutes an intolerable subversion of the symbolic functions of the (Coustitution's) confrontation clause," he
said.
Marshall was joined by Justices
William J. Brennan and John Paul
Stevens.
The case is Kentucky vs.
Stincer, 86-572.

you End so much opposition is
really the fear of the unknown,"
Nunn mid.
State Rep. Roger Noe, D.
Harlan, the chairman of the House
Education Committee, said many
in voditional education Isere more
concerned about their own interests than those of the students.
"I'm afraid that members of
your organisation are a little bit
selfish in protecting your own
turf," Noe said.
A proposal to create a board for
vocational education died in the
laSe General Assembly, and Gov.
Martha Layne Collins accused

Superintendent Alice McDonald of
killing it to further her own
political ambitions.
Mist spat was just one in the
but &whim
contindne
said the
is not looking
.
out for
"Am far as I'm concerned, it's
not a matter of protecting turf,"
Branham said.
IOWA= challenged supporters
of the current system who rely on
the adage, "If it ain't broke, don't
fix it."
"Use whatever figures you want
to; It's broken and we need to fix
It," Spillman said.
tg

THE ACES ON BRIDGE. BOBBY WOLFF
"A man often pays dear for a small
frugality."
— Emerson.

NORTH 6-22-A
•K 5 4 3
Q8 7 4
•A 105
K7
hasty
a
made
EAST
WEST
Today's declarer
•J 10 2
decision about his trump suit. Need- •9 7
•A 10 9 3
ing two ruffs in either hand, he •K 6 5 2
•8 4 3
chose to ruff in dummy because it •9 7 2
.543
108
J
Q
•
that
it
do
to
natural
seemed more
SOUTH
way. The slam was worth more
•A Q 8 6
thought than South was willing to
VJ
expend.
•K Q J 6
Dummy's club king won, and the
•A 9 6 2
king and ace of trumps were cashed.
Next came the club ace and a club Vulnerable: Both
ruff in dummy. South returned to Dealer: South
his diamond jack to ruff another The bidding:
club, and the slam collapsed. East
East
North
South West
overruffed with the only outstand- 1•
OP
Pass
Pass
ing trump and the slam went down 1•
4•
Pass
Pass
one trick.
Pass
5•
Pass
5•
It is true that South enjoys an ele- 6•
Pass
Pass
Pass
ment of safety by first cashing two
high trumps. Nevertheless, the slam
Opening lead: Club queen
is worth more than only that casual
study. With six clubs in the comLEAD WITH THE ACES
bined hands and only five hearts,
6-22-13
surely it must be safer to ruff hearts South holds:
than clubs.
•Q 9 7 3
•K 105 3
South should win the first club
•J 10 4
with his ace and surrender his jack
•K5
of hearts. West wins and another
North
West
South
club is led to dummy's king. South East
Pass
1•
Pass
ruffs a heart with a low trump and 1
Pass
Pass
Pass
cashes his ace and queen of trumps. 1 NT
Next he leads his low diamond to ANSWER: Diamond jack. Choose a
dummy's 10 and ruffs another heart passive lead. Wait for declarer to
with his last small trump. Dummy's break the other suits.
diamond ace provides the entry to Seed bridge miestwas to The Aces, P0 Box
draw East's last trump and South 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with eell-addreired,
stamped envelope for reply
can claim his 12 tricks.
4

leaders in half the states, he said.
"These new leaders and those of
us who are continuing must 'stay
the course' for educational improvement," Harris said.
To ensure continued support of
educational reforms, Southern
leders must prove that what they
have done will have an impact, he
said.
"We must carefully evaluate
our reforms, we must continue to
work closely with local leaders to
identify and solve propblems," he
said.
Most of the reforms will not
show immediate results, and
leaders must recognize "there is a
delicate balance to be struck between having patience not to
change our programs too much
and taking the initiative to make
changes to enhance programs
along the way." he said.

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
B4-Air Shopping Canter
753-5242

SALE.
Order-In Carpeting
Styles: Galaxy, Cabin Craft & Columbus Mills

Check Our Fantastic Savings!!

Carpet Remnants & Short Rolls

20%-50% off
Kirsch Custom-Made

,.ergo

7

In-Stock Wall Paper

Blinds

20% off

40% off

Wonder Shield Exterior
Acrylic Latex Flat
"Our Very Best Exterior"

DeVoKo 100 Interior
Latex Flat

Alterations & WInttir Storage

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats
(Pleats Extra)
$1 5°Each
Suits,(Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)
2.50 Each
Expires 6 27 87

$899

$1499Gal.

Gal.
(White and Soft White)

(Custom Colored)

Wonder Speed Interior Latex Satin Enamel
•
O..

•,,

•,74,

001,0• "la

-

Good
Noighbor
Chary
Stars

"Great for Wood Work"

Consumer
Brushes It Rollers

,
•Iwo

•
%;..46II
.rr

I

1983 Dodge
Van
P.S., P.R., auto, 15 cyl.,
58,XX X miles.

50% off

DAP White

Acrylic Latex
Chalk ertSlicone
10.5 oz. tube $189
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100%
Mineral Spirits
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JOE SMITH CARPET
Hwy 641 Nor*
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Chevrolet
S-10 "EL"
Pickups
24 mos. 3.9% A.P.R.
36 mos. 5.9% A.P.R.
48 mos. 6.9% A.P.R.
60 mos. 9.9% A.P.R.

OR

500
Rebate
Chevrolet
S-10 Pickups
& S-10 Blazers
No "EL" Packages

24 mos. 3.9% A.P.R.
36 mos. 5.9% A.P.R.
48 mos. 6.9% A.P.R.
60 mos. 9.9% A.P.R.
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Rate & Get
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Special Selection
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AND
$500
Rebate
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Harris: southern states must
sustain education reforms
ATLANTA IAPI — The South
has made "remarkable progress"
in strengthing education in recent
years. but the task of sustaining
those reforms in the years ahead
may be more difficult, Georgia
Gov. Joe Frank Harris said
Friday.
Harris, chairman of the
Southern Regional Education
Board, made the comment as the
education group opened its annual
meeting in Atlanta.
He said the 15 states which
belong to the SREB have upgraded curriculum and graduation requirements. boosted teacher
salaries and ensured that beginning teachers have the necessary
skills for success.
"But what remains ahead may
be even more difficult," he said.
-Attracting interest and support
for our initial efforts was one
thing: sustaining the interest ....is
something else."
The SREB was created in 1948 to
serve as the operating agency of
the first interstate compact for
education. Member states are
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia. Kentucky. Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia and West Virginia.
Harris said Southern leaders
will have to exert the same kind of
leadership in keeping the reform
momentum going as they did in effecting -the reforms themselves
He warned that many of the
leaders who brought about the
reforms are being replaced by
new leadership. There are new
governors or new top educational
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